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ABSTRACT 
Current literature rays that youth vioienre is on the r r e ,  and i t  also 
3pecificaliy rays that teenage girls are becoming more and more violent and 
getting iovolved in  school v8olence ae well. 
Finding from this case study conducted tn one inner-city Junrar High 
Srhaol unfortunatelv confirm most of the claims made ~n the literature. 
This study shows rhat violence among reenage glrir is a reality in  this school: 
girlr are involved i n  both physical and verbal forms of violence. Perhaps 
the most disturh~ng aspect of i t  s their canr~derarion of verbal violence ar 
~ ~ ~ m p a r r a n t  nd rationalizing i t  as -honing around.. 
The findings further show rhat peer pressure. the desire to he accepted 
and liked by their peen and the need they feel to pmtect them from hulller 
are the main lactors that push t h e  girls into violence. Further shown by 
rhae findings is the frllstration and fcelingr of helplessneso expressed by 
parents and teacherr who indicate not knowing how to pmv~deguidance and 
discipline to the youth wbthout being accused of having overstepped their 
hounds and engaging in  iilegal bchanour. 
Yewrthebrs. ir seems clear that ~hesegirla need help. It will not he airh- 
out chailenger. though, hecause of the stereotypes mciety hold. about gender 
and violence coupled with thedifficulty in detecting it. With same effort and 
~ooperation from parents. teachers. community rncmherr. government and 
,tr and the youth. teenage violence ma? be overcome. 
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Chapter 1 
Overview of the Study 
1.1 Introduction 
This rerearch deals with the ikrua of school violence. specifically with school 
rialencc erpcrieilced by femalc twnagers aged between twelve years old 
and sirteen year. old, inclusive. 
While them is a lot of mearch on school violence. youth v~olence or 
vialenccin rhe Cnited Stnta. rhereir not much l ireraturea~ilahlc 
on Canada. especially on violence as experienced by female teenagers It must 
be mentioned. though. that thereare some report. of studies that have been 
done in  some Canadian province an school nolence. Howver. the main 
focus has been on strategies and programs that schools can use to prevent 
this kind of v~olencc in  general. Furthermore. since there is little literature 
on schoal violence by female teenagers beyond making mention that teenage 
girls are becoming marc violent. the lhterature that shall he reviewed ia that 
an school violence i n  general. based on studies done i n  the Untted Stater and 
the lew report. on some Canadian pmvince 
What is violence? Henrietta >loore. in  Cow and Harvev ied.1 (1994) 
says. 
... in  spire of a great man of writing, research and specu- 
lation. the concept of violence in  the social science still seems 
undertheonzed. Thtr rttuation ir exacerbated by the 
fact that the caurs of vioience are clearly multiple and cannot 
be explained using a rlngle bet of determinants.- (p.LJSI 
to the California Commission an Teacher Credenrialing hdvl- 
sory Panel on School Violence I lY9:l) as quoted by Soriano. Marcel: Soriano. 
~crnndo and Jimenez. Cvelia (199.11. violence is a public health and safety 
condition which results fmm ~ndivtdual. social. economic. political and in- 
stitutional disregard for human seeds. I t  d u d e s  physical and non-physical 
harm. whlch causer damage. pain. injury or fear. I t  disrupts the rchaol envi- 
ronment and results in  the debilitation of personal development. which may 
lead to hopelessness and helple~me~r. 
Ciraid and lioch (1996) contend that the trauma of violence interrupts 
and distorts the developmental process at every age. hcmrding ta them. the 
age at which a child's first traumatizing violence erpnence/expmure maker 
a difference.  hey stare that those exposed to iraumatlzing violence before 
the age of eleven are more likely to develop pychiatric symptoms than those 
-ho their first trauma in  their teens. 
Llart of the literature on violence depict several lacton ar causes of vio- 
ience. Day. ClacDoupali. Beds-Gaozalenr 11995). claim that any one or even 
a mmbination or bialogicd. familial. environmental, racial and academic lac- 
tor. could cause violent behaviour ~n a child. 
.according to Moore in Cow and tlarvey (1996). many writerr report that 
v~almce ir orten the outcome of an inability to control other pcople's sexual 
behaviour. that is. other peuple'~ management of themrlver ar gendered in- 
dividuals. When their self-representation and =cia1 emluation i s  threatened. 
they lhih out ~ l t h  violence lp.151) 
1.2 Statement of the Problem 
Violence i n  the past :I= usually been associated with males. Pravlding a 
biological explanation of male violence. Day r t  aL(L995) contend that there 
are genetic influence. They say that males have a greater propensity for 
than girls because of higher levels of tertostemne and the extra 
Y chromosome. Thus. male have generally been the ooer seen to be vi- 
olent. Female. on the other haod. have sn the past been conridered. and 
sti l l  are, ar a matter of fact, v~ctims of male violence However, i n  recent 
yearr, researchers (and some pchoal teachers) have reported that girls are 
more and more becoming active participants in committing vioient activi- 
tier. \uthors like Peapla and Peoples 119951. DuPont-Yorater (19951 and 
Celler and Straur in  their 1988 wrk  as quoted ~n Schwartz and Dekeseredy 
(1993). make claims bared on studies they have done that indeed female. 
including do lacent  female. engage in  violent acts at an alarming rate. 
'Chis ~ t u d y  cxplorer and examine claims about adalncenr female and 
violence. I t  is aimed at exloring and dcrcrihiug the experience of violence 
among ~dolescenr female in  S t  John's. Yewfoundland. 
Having been s female teenager myself. some yearr back. and in  a differ- 
ent environment and culture (Swaziland) in  which female are expected to 
he calm and collsted at all rimes. and required not to show any form of 
ag6rerrion or violence. I also had the opportunity of being in  a ciarsroom. 
as a teacher of teenage students in  that society In that rocietv an aggra- 
sive female is considered shameful. first to henelf and to her parents as well. 
.Any or violent behaviour by female. oo matter what age group. 
is unexpected and canridered 'unladylike-. 
I noted, however, during my teaching yearn that some changer were taking 
place. Fmm the time 1 war a twoager to the time I was a teacher. female 
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tenage behaviour had changed. They seemed to behave in  a slightly mare 
aggrenrive manner than in  the past. 
Upon to Canada. I found significant behavioural difference b c  
tween Canadian female3 and females from my home country. .AS I listened 
to news. read some newspapers and some books. I kept hearing and coming 
acroso ~tatements that rchool violence was on the rise. I became interested i n  
finding out why i t  was so. and parricul.rly interenred in  finding our ahether 
femnles had any part to play. 
1.3 Research Questions: 
To crplorr adolmcent females' involwmenr in  school violenre. I pose the 
following research question* 
( I )  To what extent are g~ris involved in  violence at or amund school'! 
(1) Who are the girls who are ~nvolved in  violence? I r  there a relationship 
berween violence and Family background, rocieeconomic level. friendships. 
etc.? 
(3) What is their ~nderrtanding/definition of violence? Do they consider 
their actions as violent? 
(.I1 I f  no. how do they view them actlans? If yes. why do they commit 
those actions and why do they get involved? 
(5) Does the school and community consciously or unconrciaurly con- 
tribute to the girls3 ~nvolvollent i n  violence? Haw? 
(6) Do the siris who perpetrate violence feel that they need help'! 
(i) \Vho do they think could help them? How' 
1.4 Significance of the Study 
In  many inner-city neighbourhoods. chiidren arc exposed to 
v~olence on a daily basis. Yet. even in  ruburban and rural com- 
munities. today's rhildmn run the rlrk of expasum t o  violence at 
home, i n  their ne,ghbourhoadr and in  their ,chools. (Girard and 
Koch. 1996. p 1161 
Fmm the claim and reports on ~vrcalaring adolescent iemalc invoivemenr 
in violence. i t  reemr clear that moreefart and might  is  needed to determine 
the root cause of thir kind of violence. r i f  the male perpetrated violence 
in nchool. %"a8 no, enough to struggle with. i t  has now cmssed the gender 
boundarv. thvr ~a r i ng  a ne;v challenge for educators. especially. as they assess 
the needs of students and twrk towards reducing violence in  school. 
To win this ~rruggle. everybody committed to i t  needs =me perspective 
and direction. This [ believe. will pmvide some of what is needed. I t  
pw. among other people. the youth themselves an opportunity to give their 
an the isme, hence spelling our io their own words their feelings. 
expctat~onr, rezsonr. hope. and aspirations 
This study shall shed some light on the problem, pcuv~ding educators. 
parents. curriculum designerr or perhaps even politicians w ~ t h  some ideas ar 
ro how to meet the needs of the rtudentr and maintain a rafe and healthy 
r~hoo l  environment. Educators cannot afford to turn a blind eye to this 
problcrn anymore sinre vialenre may impede a child's ability to learn. By 
vlrtuc of their their dedication. their time and. above all. the 
penonai reiCfulFillmcnt experienced in  seeing children learn. educators Ihavc. 
to Giraid and Koch (1996). the follo%uing nrc~ i rary  tasks: 
( I ]  finding a KT to  help children cope with violence. 
(i i) tinding ivqvi  of mak~n& the school secure. stable and a safe environ- 
ment. 
(iii) helping children learn that aiternative~ to violence exist. m d  that 
they can choose to use such alternatives. 
These students are. after ail. the province's future. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
.-is nlentioned earlier. most literalure on this topic of violence is G.S. based. 
and not much l l a ~  been written on adolescent icmala and viaience. The 
inavailability of literature on teenage giris' involvement in  violence don  nor. 
hotuever. mean that kt does not happen. Right here in  Canada. the gruesome 
rnurlier of Reena Virk, a I4 year old British Coiumbian girl. sent shock 
virk'. murder investigation led police to  thearrest and charges being 
brought eight teenagers. ofwhom seven were girls Their ages ranged 
between 14 and 16. 
Looking ar the causal factor. of violence noted above. particularly the 
environmental and arademrc causer i t  comer lo  mind that rchoolr are insti- 
tutions that romeho~~ reflect or mirror the roc icy  Two questions came to 
mind: One, to what degree are schwln a reflection of society? :\s DuPont- 
blorales (1995) claim, i f  p~hoolx are a reflection of the society they are I". 
the use of guns among youth may be part oi the behaviaur juveniles have 
from adults i n  their rocietv He says that thee young people carry 
guns to  school far various ieuons. Same carry them for protection. others 
as a means of controlling their environment, ivhtch happens to  include other 
human be~ngr: others. yet. carry them jurt to .haw of how bald they arc. 
From this. one can deduce that school vcalence cannot be wholly blamed 
an the youth; adults will need to share the blame. Indml. the Globe and 
Mail (September 6. 1993. p.i.6) featured an article on youth crime. and the 
question posed war: Violence by young people is on the rise. Is i t  because 
they are .bad kids', or are they the scapegoats far society's ~I IS? 
Kevin blarron. author of ..Ippmnlrcd in Cnme. the Globe article. seems 
to believe that there young people are jurt rociety'o scapegoats, tle stater 
that the pmblem l i ~ .  not wlth the young people entirely. but with parents 
and teachers. He wiiter that society hu a tendency to look for qulck solutions 
end blame teenagers before looking inward. 
W e  just feel angry and helpless about it. Our society is sup- 
portive of children but not very sympathetic to,vardr teenagers. 
There is a tendency to be very angry about teenagen. 
... Kids are left up to their awn devices and they do not have 
p o d  roots in the community. Kids are lookrng for support from 
their peen. whichis not goad when they run into bad peer groups 
(blarran. p.6) 
Gardon Hoggs. dlrector of the Willingdon Yovth Detentlan Centre tn 
Burnaby, B.C.. agrees with Llarron that there young people are being used 
as scapegoats. In ha view. society b r c a  children to become adults 
at an unaeceprable age. 
We have stripped families of their renre of motivation and 
involvement. The rightr of parage that used to exist. like the 
bar mitzvah for J e ~ i r h  children are so rare. (tloggr. p.6) 
In the same Globe and >[ail article. Howard Saperi. executive director of 
the John Howard Soctety'. Alberta chapter. and Frank :\ddario. a Toronto 
criminal lawyer. bring to attention orher facron involved in the rlre in teenage 
~iolencc. Sapen quations the way ~n which stat~rtics on crime are gathered 
in the muntry tIe sqvs. 'Parents and reachers. spurred hy dramatic media 
reports have bexome leis lenient r l i h  teenagers and are reporting incidents 
with mare frequencv Schooivard fights haw resulted i n  police intervention. 
Ten .wars ago. i f  two kids gar in  a scuffle in the schoolyard. that is how 
i t  would stav Yow. because of liability concerns and he~ghtened awareness 
ahout violence in  our society. i t  has resulted in  a dramatic increase in  the 
repartiog of vialenre.' hddario rays that overcharging youth for crimes can 
inflate rtatisrics dramatically 
~h~~~ is no for i t .  nere is two kidr 
have stolen n care of Coke to charge them with twelve count. of 
theft and twelve counts of porrernion. (Addaria. 1993, p.6) 
violente is not produced in  isolation. nor doer i t  aKect only the adult segment 
of society 
.\ second question is: Could the school generally. m d  the classroom 
rpecifica~~fi be dirrctly to the  hi. rrrond 
is based on the claim made by Bybe  and Gee (1082) that students 
hehaviour IS aKected by the school. and this behaviaui can be disruptive. 
depending on rhc students' perception of the school and its tcach?rs. i.c.. the 
rrudentr' ~erceplion of their fcpedom. power. their perception ofthe pmcesr 
educationai dmnon rnaking and their perception of the teachers' author- 
itu. control and punitiveness. 
.As quoted in  Walker 11995. pp.i.6). a report made by the Yational In- 
stitute of Education to the Cnited State Congrer mentioned among other 
rhinp that there was a strong relationship between lax enforcement afrchool 
rule. and the rate or violent cr,me.. :\nother point made in  the report war 
that arbitrary expulsions and rurpcnrions inctte students to violence. and 
that violence occurred mainly ~n hallways. stairs. cafeteria. locker roams. 
rarhroamr and other area. where teachers'rupervirion war weak. A s  to the 
percentage of the student body perpetrating violence. the report indicated 
chat i t  was a. small percentage of students; about 10% in  each school that 
were responsible for all the violence and they were easlly identifiable and 
g~n~ ra l l y  known to both r t a f and  students. This demyrtifier the notion that 
intruders are responsible for a great deal of rchool crime. 
Walker. Dinkins and Robin (1995). in  Dealtng uxlh Youth Cioirnce. sug- 
gest that violence includes more than just physical conflict. There is also 
mental violence (such as telling a student how dumb he/rhe is and humil- 
iaring him/her in  the presence of Ilis/hcr peers). They go on to ray that 
mental violence on individuals or groups is mare per-ive and devastating 
to oocictv They caution that drhumanwing and negative rtercotypes are the 
worst f o rm  of violence. 
If the school rp tem Ir ~nbolved somehow in  youth violence. the school 
could he a starting place to  reduce vbolence. Soriano. Soriano and Jimenez 
(198.I). for contend rhat cultural ignorance on the part of school 
personnel i n c r a e i  the risk of violence. They further say rhat. conversely. 
knowing the cultures found in  the rchooln affords the opportunity to nurture 
the pmtecttw factors found i n  them. The relevance of cultural competence 
to school v,01en<e is that rllch kno\vledge of the existing cultvrer i n  schools 
would ensure that school prychologirts will exercire a critical leadership mle 
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in  the education of other rrhoal personnel about the ro~ioculrural and inrti- 
tutional factors associated with violence. Cultural sensitivity 19 crucial. and 
i t  begins with an appreciation of another person's world v im,  theditTeiencn 
in  opinions on certain things amone people I believe that this area of cul- 
tural sensitivity muld be aneof the b a t  ~rar t ing points far schools to engage 
in  this noble struggle against violence. 
At fhir paint. i t  is worth noting that iiwe are to deal with violence today. 
we need to be aware that traditionally violence has been rcen as related to 
rocic-economic iactor.. ethnic identity. geographic boundaries and gender. 
Yew approache$. however. suggest that those facran are not as good deter- 
minants ar they were thought to he. Duhon-Sellr (1995). quoting a study by 
Peoples and People. argues that educators can no longer make as rump ti on^ 
regarding haw students are ~upported by their families. their beliefs tn the 
value of school and their 'appropriate" behaviour based on gender. On the 
same note. quoting studies by Felgar (1992); Yardland (1992): Pmrhro!v- 
stirb and Wcissman (1998): Seigal and Senna (1991). Larke and Carter state 
that school aged children. regardless ofsacio-economic level or ethnic identity. 
have become ~nitiarorr and victims of violent a c t i v i t i ~  both their schools 
and communities. .Also. worklag under a Carnegie Corporation giant. El- 
liot'n I994 findings. as quoted i n  DuPant-Uoraler (1995). show that rchoai 
I 3  
vioience has increased i n  all geographical locationr. He found that emplqved 
white and black youth had comparable rates of violent behauiour. He also 
reported that among unemployed youth '...approximately twice a. many 
young blacks a. whites continue thehr violent careem into their twentiei 
(199.1. p2). Thus. employment. not iace. seems to be the factor related to 
violence there. He went on to ray that the violence associated with wu th  is 
fmquentiy connected with schools. ll the vlalence doe. nor occur an school 
property as a reaction to a pieviollr incident, i t  occun close to the campus. 
tle gave some statistics to the effect that -the Iational School Board A r m  
ciatian found that out of 270 schoal districts. 82% reported an increase in  
v~olencc in  the past five yean' (199-1. p.J) 
DuPont-iLiorale5 (1995) states that. "Vioience is no longer rhe sole act of 
dolescent males: adolescent female. engage i n  vioient acts at an alarming 
rate. Thee fierce adolescents ace armed and their violent activlty appears 
wll documented from the age of twelve years.' ( ~ p .  1'22-123). His statement 
emphasize. and concurs with Quarler' (1989) who mid. -...same 7% of ail 
armed robbers are now women. Female armed robberr are more likely to 
, ~ n i ~ t  injury than their male counterpart~.'(p. 21) 
Walker (1995) reports that in  an American survey, fix elementary school 
and one in four middle school principals raid there was an upsurge 
in  fights hellveen female. 
Despite t h e  claims that adolecent female are becoming as violent as 
males. orhem argue that there has not been any significant increase ~n female 
nolenrc. but that female violenre has h e n  traditionally under-reported far 
a of rearons. l i imta (199.1) r a p  that the reapon why female vio- 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ i ~ ~  is getting so much attention lateiy a two-fold: firstlv because 
of their gender and the help from tnhlold prurience and society's fascination 
$nth anything supposedly rlcked and deviant: secondly. because of rocietfa 
ned  to  reassure itaelf that these women are by definition aberrant and in- 
herently evil monsters. danprously deranged 
Others. Geilcr and Straus (I'JYY). for example. argue that even i f  fcmalep 
arc truly becoming violent. they are doing what they have to do to ruivivc. 
i e.. they commlt violent acts in  self-defence. Kirrta (1994) concurs with 
them. She sap. 
. .But  are women. ar 1 am ~onrtanfly being aslued. really 
becoming more violent and aggrnr,w? They are. hut $r reasons 
mom demonstrably to do s ~ t h  changlng circumrtanccr than any 
sinister mutation. as often claimcd. 
..Todq~. with the break-up of'traditionay family values and 
thenuclear family, together a ~ t h  rhedemystificationaf the mother 
ar a superhuman deity. the on". is once again on women to fight 
in  order to rurvive. Thus. women at iast are beginning to redis- 
%trength. and power that were always there from the h e  
ginning, but which centuries of male dominance seemed to have 
long conditioned out of them. The rediscovery of thee qualities 
is in  same areas rapidly help,ng to advance the cmpawement 
of women which is why. even when talking about crimes of via- 
lence. 1 cannot denounce female aggression as either unhealthy or 
~vholly 'bad'. whether for women or raciety as a whole. Even at 
:, l"<,r$l rr m tnry ,pny .<PC, r enre ., dl*oerru n r r r u  ,.g, 
c s  nomen r e d  l n ~ n c  q r l ?  to haw , i r v ~ m  $a' te I r r r l  znt or 
rrar I x* ..l.a%% oecn ,c~ond r r ~ r i c  to the erea. malor t v  21 trtrf. 
. . .  
The tragedy is that i t  ix those with the kar t  capacity lor true 
self-assertion. let alone a way of safely yet effectively expressing 
anger amd a.ggggrcss~on or harnemg It producrivclv often bccaure 
they are never given the chance. who are usually mast likely to 
end up i n  pnson. jp.J.Y] 
rhere are different types of violence. Larke and Carter. as reported in  
Dlllloct-Srllr (1!1!151. provide three vorking definition? 
( i )  lhrsl , ,b~,r  --which involves profane language. They discovered that 
prc.schoolcrr liad developed rhc skill of using profanity ~n the right context. 
verbal ahue often triggers p h y i ~ a l  abuse. \.lost students believe thar such 
language and rpeech is 'cool' and that its usage makes them accepted by 
rheir pcris. 
( i i ]  Thvo1.a and phyncal ubura - Thex threats can be in  a written or 
verbal lorm. They are accurarionz intended to harm Thqu produce fear. 
which in  turn may cause students to rurrender money. valuable and even 
stop them from reporting incidents to authorities. Teachers, too. are sur- 
~ ~ ~ t i b i ~  o this kind of abuse fmm students. For Q u a r l ~  (19891 
that increasingly. teachers were afraid to go to work. Me gave an 
example of a discovery made by the Oklahoma City Federation of Teachen, 
that 66% of that city's middle school teachen and 52% of all city teachen 
had considered quitting becauw of verbal and physical abuse they received 
from students. 
\hiker (1995) records that. according to findings reporred by the Zational 
m e r ~ c a n  lnirttuteaf Education (S.4IE) to the C.S. Congress. turban teachers 
were Ihhely to be vict~mized mare than suburban or rural teachers 
(iii) LVenpanr and gongs - Y.iIE defined a weapon as any inrtrumenr 
or devlce used for attacking07 defending. Giraid and Koch (1996) say that 
weapons and asraultr are common events inschools. Canreqvently both rtu- 
dents and teachers share lean  of what may erupt over minot diragremeots. 
and fear that rchoair cannot guarantee the safety of either their students or 
their teachers. 
.Amording to Q u a r k  (1993). bastng his srat~sfics on a iurvey communi- 
cated by Camp Flre Bqvr and Girls. 9ayr the presence and usage of weapons 
as weil as physical violence in rchoolr was a sad reality. The survey found 
that 53% of the repondems believed their rchoolr had problems with stu- 
dents carrying weapons. Of 13 to  19 yearolds. 20% had witnessed confraota- 
tioni in school with a knife; i% had seen an encounter involving a gun: 13% 
had rvitoerred fist fights and 55% had 3een other students ~ n d a i i z e  school 
propert5 
They discovered that gang membership now reaches into the upper el- 
mentary and middle school. On gangs, Quarles says, 
Many students. whether or not they are involved in  gangs or 
drug subcultarc, are wiiling to involve adults ~n pmblem con- 
frontation. Often pmblem redefinitlonr occur as weli. To an 
adult. a fight may be a criminal arrault. To a child. a fight may 
be an acccptablewqv to handlea threat. To an adult. drugs ares 
crime: ta a chlid. t h ~ r  could br  an alternative lifestyleor u youth 
subculture. To an adult. a gang may be a gmup of thugs To 
a child. i t  may be hrr/her safety net and the only source of true 
emotional and physical security he/rhe has in the communitv 
(p.401 
Quarle3 goes an to say that gangs are na longer just intergenerational 
ethnic or neighbourhoad racial clubs. He says mrng gangs ertrt only for 
crimes. and that gang members mny requ~re payments from ~rudentr for a 
~ r i e r y  of things. such as thc freedom to  walk unmolested to and fromschoal. 
to use gang turf to  obtain protecrion or to use certain school hallways. 
gymnasiums or cafeterias. He mentions that xlmc officials. school officials 
that is. view gang membership as simply another hehawour problem. 
Reportingononeofthe fe$vstudiadoneinCanadaon the topic. Yarthewr 
(1993). super18 that youth involved in  viaient acts and ganp are getting 
younger 10 age (some i n  grades 1-21, Walker (19951 agrees with Marthews. 
She admits to the existence of viaient crimes and weapon ule i n  many larger 
Canadian cities. She, however, g a s  on to argue that i t  has not been proven 
that school elated ralutions such as better teachers. rmdler clams. fair 
and treatment of .tudentii, re ie~ne subject matter i n  courses. tighter 
discipline and stricter rule enforcement involving rwpansiun and erpulsions. 
rccunty. or bitren-like alterations to  the nchoolr. rigni8cantly lower the lev- 
els of school crime. She contends that. in  fact. many of there approache 
do not take effect until after the violmr act has occurred. while others only 
daplzc the problem to the communlts 
Stdl on gangs. Danlelr and Pike (1998) say that all students aresurcepti- 
ble to gnng inuolvernent. Tiley argue rhat although in  th? part the students 
sem generally crhelc rnisoririer from lower saclo-economic 
barkgrounds. this ir no longer the care. They stare rhat students involved 
~ i t h  gangs cross ali ethnic. racial. olltural. geograpl~ic and economic bound- 
aries. Recent trends. they goon toray. show that femalegangs areerperienc- 
ing mpid growth in  a previously male dominated enterprise. Students with 
disabilities also appear ta be at risk for gang involvement. those 
with emotional and behavioural disorders. learning dirahiiities and mental 
impairments. 
There ir another kind of violence. sexual vioience. which adolncents com- 
mil each other as \veil. Teenagers can be perpetrators and victims 

tween 1986 and 1991. vtalent offence charge lor youth aged L4-l i  incieared 
by over 106% (Canadian Social Trend, 1992). He goes on to m a l l  the Yoionge 
Street rmtr in  Toronto in  Yay of 1992. Hersyr that t h e  riots werea water- 
shed event. unique in  Canadian history Hcsayr although the teenagers were 
not the only participants i n  the bearing, looting and destruction of private 
and public pmperiv they represented a rign~ficant propart~on. Be believe. 
that that action by youth of all backgraundr was a way by which the youth 
could capture attention of the adults to focus on what they had to say about 
the adult world they often feel alienated and excluded from. 
tle further menrluns that there I, evidence torugget that. ar a mioirnurn. 
there lias bern an in r rcar  aver tla. past few years in  the level of violence 
by rvuth, particularly gangs/graups and especially in  or around schools. He 
evidence that. 
- Youth involved ~n violent acts and gangs are becoming punger. 
- Girls are becoming more directly involwd in  gangslgroups usaultr and 
are weapons such u kniva. though mmt of the attacks are against 
other girls. etrhcr u individuaia or ~n gmups. 
- Gun. and other weapons are present in  rchoolr. 
- School Boards are reporting an increase in  verbal, physical asraultr on 
teachers and vandaiism of teacherr' r a n  and other pmpertv 
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- The individual rrhool yard bully ha. been largely replaced by a group 
of youth who commit apsaultn and thefts. 
-Students are reporting that they often do not lee1 safe at school or while 
anlk,ns to achool. 
- Extortion and drug dealing is becoming a routine part of the school day 
in some ~omrnunit ie. 
- Intruderr have hecome a serious pmblem lor many ~chaols. 
2.2 Weapons 
Thc Canadian experince is not the same as the :\mcrican experience as far 
as the presence and usage of weapons in rrhool is concerned, Flowever. that 
does not mean that Canadian schools are free of weapons. 
Walker (1996) reports that. according to a survey done by the Ootarlo 
Teachers Federation ~n 1991. there had beenan ~ncreare in  physicaland verbal 
arraiifr i n  schools over the previous two yearn. Slap? tncidentr had been 
reported. ranging from biting to kicking to the use of guns and knibes. She 
also rays i n  her report that the pmresrion of weapons ir a serious problem 
in many schools and that incidents of trespassing on school property had 
increased. 
Walker says rhat over the years ntvdier have attempted to find out the 
strength and direction of the relatioorhip between watching elwtmnic me- 
dla violence and the levcis of aggwrsion manifested by the vtewer of such 
movies. vidmd and telev~r~on programs She also rays despite ail t hae  rtud- 
m. researchers have not been able to resolve the Issue. The relationship 
is nor rtraightfoc~vard and she suggests rhat the impact of such media to 
the viewer is hrnt predicted by taking into account certain factors about the 
Y~FWI. hislhcr preexisting aggression skills: nggrerrion restraints: propor- 
rhon of minforcemenrs prov~ded for aggressive conduct: cootcrtual variables 
encauntcccd during their daily interactions and the perception ofthe program 
hy the vmvcr. 
I t  appear that rchvision and mavie watching takes up about one third af 
the whale dqv evcrydqv in  the teenager's iife. more hovrr per dgv rhan even 
the number of hours they apead ia rchool. That maher televls~on a great 
part of their lives. As quoted in Walker (1995). Fine rl ai. (1990): klanlqv- 
Casimir 11992): Statistics Canada (1991) report that the average teenager 
spends about eight hours a dqv with some b r m  of mass media. 
2.3 Drugs 
Teachers cannot afford to look the other way where drugs are 
concerned. Drugs are a lifeand-death matter. Keeping drvgr and 
the gangs running the drugs out of p u r  school is the single most 
impartant to dewloping a rrrme free school strategy. 
So other strategy wil l  ever work as well. (Quarler. 1993. p.131 
hcmrdhng to Quarlep (199'3). ~n :\merlca illegal narcotics trafficking in the 
higgept burrnerr. He polnr. our chat one a i  the primary markets is rchoiaal 
aged children. He goar an to say that the presence of drugs at school in 
relatian with rchoal safety and rec~trity issues in  addition to the individual 
of addiction to the user, .Among other things that come along with 
diugr are problems of rompetiiian [far sale. franchise. distribution nghts). 
money. v~olence and gangs. Quarles is hothered by the pmgresrivc nature of 
I t  begins w ~ t h  a milder drug and then keeps progressing to  
~tronger drugs. Once. substance abuse meant cigarette smoking 
i n  the rchool reptroom. Later. we were concerned about mari- 
juane then h a l l ~ c i ~ o g e n i ~  drugs hecamea pmblem. Yaw. we arc 
concerned with methamphetamine. crack. crank bod cocaine in  
addltian to heroine. uppcn. downers and tranquillzcrs. (Quarln. 
1993. p.43) 
To illustrate and support his point that substance abuse IS a pmhlem and 
a gmwing one among teenage students, he usc. the findine of the Xational 
Institute of Education's Violent SchoolrSaie Schoaln study that reveals that 
over t h m  miUion teenagers had problems with alcohol. In grade 10. 11 and 
12, one i n  four students drank al~ahol at least once a week. 6% of all 1gth 
graders drank daily. 
Quacle3 further quote findings by the Federal Offifice of Juvenile Jurt~<e 
Deliquency Prevention R~es rch  and Development Project from the work 
of Regnep (1994) where i t  war reported that rhc proportion of ith grade 
students reporring being high on drugs or alcohol at rchaol ranged from 2 2% 
at some 3chools to nearly 10% at others. 
On the ~uhj rn t  of drugs/substance abuse ~n relat~on to women and vt- 
alence. l i irrta (1991) vrglles that drugs arc the primary raure of violence 
among .omen. She Jays 
What e m s  increasingly clear is that. aithougll women may 
embark on a life of crime via a number of diLrent entry points 
or depending upon ,ndividval nerd and circumrrance. 
what pmpels them there tn the first place. especially ~n cases of 
and assault and then leads them to continue cammitring 
further. perhaps more vholenl aiiences. is principally drugr. (p.92) 
She contends that although violcnce among iwmen is. for some. anotller 
means of survival which they accideotally stumble upon and undertake as 
a last resort. many reem to gain considerable confidence and a feeling of 
coniml by carrying weapons and ruccesfully r~pping OK their tricks or even 
targeting stranger. ar victim.. Far those few, such hehaviour feeis good and 
even regard i t  as increasing thew reiFesteem or peer status. 
E10t.e Dunlap (as qvoted i n  Kinrar, 199.1, pp.95-96), agree with Kirata. 
She says. 
Although to the outride world, women like there [violent and 
i n  the drug business) mqv be categorized and pitied as helpless 
victims of a corrupt, degenerate system. for the most part this 
a the exact opposzte of how they regard themrelva - or are re 
garded within the community. For many. whose lives from rhild- 
hood were marked hv violencc~. abure. abandonment and rejec- 
tion. whether by parents or inrtituttoos. leading to limted er- 
pect.,,u,\ for ,,,r il,!!,,? DO! I n  per,,ns' rclnl un,ni,>. an0 .ou 
pmrpec,, p a \  q Lo ,-cn.x1vr> cvnr .5  that t t c r  a:' a'2.c 
to o as ar ~rr~.erzl oar, 81,  a 'Iur n-7 r< danmru~r  . J O ~  rt an" 
borninate: as'drug dealing, has proved a parent source of 
self-esteem. pride and empowrrmenr. 
Dunlap continues to ray 
For many of these women. this is the first timeever that they 
have gaitled controi over the,< Iwes through economic lndepen- 
dencc and that they perceive fhemrelver as vaiurd and respected 
in  the community. 
2.4 Gangs 
.As mentioned earlier. rtudcnts involved i n  violent acts and gangs are getting 
younger in  age and girls seem to be taking up gang membership and par- 
ticlpaling in  gang violence. There are gang 'manna be' gangster. who are 
equally capable of committing horrible crimes. lor example. the Reena Virk 
.ax i n  Canada. The assailants were other teenage girls and a boy who are 

extortion from being attacked, and bom abuse. He ray. that these children 
may a h  have cultural. emotional and attitude pmblems. I n  addition to 
that. they often are products of a weak family structure. and the gang b e  
romp. their family. giving them status. rank. and pmtige. These children. 
as Quarleil describes them. often ham very pmr  rciFatcem and do not rpem 
to have the ability to )understand and cooperate with other children outride 
their gang. 
When deallog with gangs. Quarler rays a positive approach to dirc~piinc 
often works with gang members and pre-gang members. B c  says that fear 
and intimidation will only make the situation worse. l lc further claims that 
there are prevention and intervention r t r n t c g i ~  that can deter a child from 
gang activity. fle .a). 
\ hehaviour code must bc created r ~ t h  the input of rchwl  
officials. student.. parrnta and the communrty. to maximize the 
"tility or the code. I t  must be written. posted and dlrtilbuted 
..There should be no r w m  for mlrunderrtanding .Also. disci- 
plinary measures associated with the code should not ~nfluence 
academic grades. I f  the grades are affected because oi rule vial* 
tionr. students will often rebel even more. (p.41) 
When in-tigating gang membership. according to Bob Nations as recorded 
rn Quulen (1993, p.#2). there arr five important irruw to observe: 
(i) Clothing: colour. style and manner of dress 
(ii) Body markings: tartoas. extreme haircuts 
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(iii) Signs and symbols: graffitti. hand rigor, jewellery 
(iu) Peer associations: who, when and where 
( Y )  htt i tvde and behaviour: rebellion (ant,-authority), disruptive. drvg 
~~sr!ahare. low r?lf-ertcem 
2.5 The Feminist Movement, Female machismo 
and Female Violence 
~ i r s t a  dmtts that there has been some of the ethos ofindepen- 
dent. aggressive. part-feminist mac~,i~ma/fema~e machismo. she rays what 
has undoubtedly helped promote this is. among other areas. the area of art. 
Her is that female actors portraying the new generation of hard. 
-hallsy killer broads' are not far rrmaved in  spirit and attitude from their 
characters. She continuer to ray. 
It  $5 only w~th in  this context ofroclalalienation and theanger. 
fru5trarian and inrolerabie phybical and psychologicai stresses that 
resuit fmm i t  that i t  becomes possible to understand haw being 
cast as a permanent member of the underclass in  the world's 
wealthiest nation may turn an ordinary woman hnto a potentially 
lethal criminal. (p.37) 
t10wewr. rhc says that the claim that femiobm has given b ~ r t h  to a 
new breed of criminal. is false. She paint. out that women's aggrer.,on and 
violence ia born of. and nurtured by a diversity of complex environmental and 
psychological factors. usually ~n childhood, She c la im rhat rhqv 
(women) commit acts d violence for numemu. reasons which mqv include 
poverty. boredom. isolation. fear. greed, kid., desire for attention. power 
m d  domtnnnc~. self defence and and day-t-day survival. 
To support her argument that women become vlalcnt just to rurvtve. she 
Viomen'r peak years for aaiueofletending from arsaultr to homi- 
c ide beg," later and larc longer than rhat of the average white 
male. ip.92) 
\cmrding to her. 
Findink such as there could be interpreted as evidence of 
women's ongoing need ra support thcmsclves and their younger 
children and of their ability to '$pace' their c ines and. ivhcn 
necc.rary. la adopt a more pragmatic and inourceful approach 
to offending. onlike men tulta carry our more unplanned. random 
c r l m  a. much for sheer kicks as far rlf-preseruation. (pp.9". 
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Kirrta claims that none of the above have .yet registered in  the minds of 
most criminoiogstr. law enforcement officials and pychalogirts. She goes on 
to rqv. 
instead. in the growing agonized outcry over soaring crime 
rater. rhat  muld be moiecoovenrent orexpedient than to put the 
blame far womeis incrwed parricipatioo in  crbme. triumphantly 
at the door of feminism? (p.101) 
She points out that. 
Putting the changing face of $vomaohaad simply down to rhe 
feminist movement is desperately shortsighted and cgnore. the 
inhence of many varied and complicated social and economic 
forces at work in  the lives of rvomen (p.106) 
2.6 Women police enjoy using excessive force 
on women suspects? 
.ccordtng to what one woman told l;irrra in an interview-like converration. 
nor m l y  did the poiice u s  far greater farce when sevrch~ngor arresting them. 
but women police took particular ~learure in  putting the boat into one or 
them own rer 
You get beat up bad. They are ganns stomp on you because 
they lust ranoa show you t$.y can do it. be ar horrible as the 
guys. you know! . T h e  ,"omen mpr acrefed me a while back. 
They klcked me. they searched to see i f  [ had drugs hidden in  
my breast. One of rhem. she had there real long fingernaiis. She 
grabbcd and iquwred my breast real hard. digging ~n t ~ l l  she left 
marks just for the rake of being sadintic. .And I war nor even 
giving rhem a hard rlme. I war not fighting. You fight back. you 
get beat up worse. man. The other one had me on the ground 
and kicked my legs apart to see i f  [ had something hidden. Yeah. 
The cops put you through ali k inds hell. (p.16) 
2.7 Reporting Violence/Acts of Violence 
Reporting violence is a problem. nor only to the students but to the adults 
(teachen. school afficialr. education officials and community members) ar 
well. Each group has a var~ety of reasons and concerns for oat reporting. 
Q ~ a r l e ~  (1993) rays rhat school boards, m~erintendents and principals often 
deny the p rence  and extent violence in their school.. .\carding to a 
%tady candctcred by Rubel and Am- 119861 and rpansored bv the :\merib 
<an :\rrociation of School :\dmini.tra~ion on ,"hy administrators and some 
teachers avoid nortrying the police ofcrimnal events. five rearon. were found: 
( i l  The wish to avald had publicity and/or litigation. 
(ii) Fear rhat they will be blamed or qarded as ineflectwe. 
(iii) Consideration of some offences aa too minor to report. 
(I") Preferring to  rely on their own security and di3cipline procedures 
rather than involve law enforcemm~ officials in school bawd prohiems. 
(v )  Suspicion that policc and courts wili not rooperate. 
Quarles further rays that Violent Schools-Safe Schools study rhowed that 
very few ~tudents and very few faculty membe~  officially report crlmer 
through the criminal justice system. blaoy do not even report 8t to school 
administrators. He rays a teacher mqv rearon. -After all i f  the principal. 
~uperintendent or school board is not going to do anythtng about i t  anyway. 
I do not need to be inconvenienced with all this paperwork and bureaucratic 
hassle.' (p.9) 
E~~~ though he undentand. the and comp~e?uty the 
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ofvialence, Quarle argues that neither poverty, nor cthnic~ty nor drugs. not 
gang association maker I crime acccptabie. He r a p .  
\c,~,*I~,~,~~~.,~,I di..,, ,"<:,",<i~81 *a"  ,?,I ",<,,*I $,I.,,, 
rr  n a b  n m n u  lor rr?pnn.~nle ano 1r.r acco ntaole to ,oc.cn 
\ \ c  A x  a,o#t r ~ i i r r  :?an usi l .<r lv  nluencc rttr n:a!.ral#un . .
process. We make the lnd~viduals less accountable ivhen we fail 
to report the crimes they rommic ... I f  they are not rnponrible 
for their awn crimes. then who is'? Society m creatang ~ t s  own vul- 
nerability ... Kids are responsible far their own behaviaur. They 
must be. So arc adults. (p.381 
Howewr, according ra Drodge (1997) reporting and/or taking action 
again,& violence and %,iolmt rilrdentr. nor all cur and drv He claims rhar 
administrators. reachers and counsello~s are confmnicd with more ethical 
aud legal responsibilities as thew professional i~rponsibiiiriea extend beyond 
the traditional domains \Vhile they are concerned with the raiery of all 
their other students. they must a1.o inpect the rights of the individual (the 
violent student). 
The enruing clash af rights and intercsts poaes sn interest- 
ing challenge for all schwl personnel. who murt str~ve ro attain 
an cthicai pwitton o l  ensuring confidentiality while having legal 
responsibility br school safety. (Drodge. 199i. p.320) 
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2.8 Should schools produce good scholars or 
good citizens? 
.According to the brief submitted to the Ontario's Row1 Can~mirs~on on 
Learning by the Sparraw Lake .hlfiance. therchoalrhould producr both good 
scholars and good citizens. In an earlier asue ofthe Globe and Llail (October 
12. 199.J). Michael Vaipy for the Globe and Mail i n  an articleentitled. 'The 
.lo% Factor'. after spending a week inside Canadian schools. that 
superintendents, principals and teachers accepted aa a rule of thumb that 
about four out of every 10 children they had an their rolls rote the baggage 
of some sort of rubjecrivc dysfunction. 
The brief menrtaned that the wality war that the edilcation ryrtem s 
poorly quipped to deal with children r ho  attendcd school undernourished. 
poorly socialized and lacking parcnld support. It  further stated that school= 
were unfairly taking the blame for all the pmblems that children had instead 
of the community domg a relfkxamination ra determine vhere the problem 
... i f  our children and youth reflect the vnlues of our families 
and our rocictv r e  act an i f  i t  is not w e  - aa thetr parents and 
memben of their communities - who bear responsibility for that. 
but the 5chooIs to which we have mandated 90 much of what 5"- 
once considered our contribution to  their upbring,ng. But the 
schools on their own cannot compensate for the deficiencies of 
our familie. and our commuoitia . . . 
Approaches to theeducational needs of children must include 
canr~deiation of the coardioard use of soctal service, menial 
health services. child welfare services. police and courts. along 
a i th  the education rprtern ~trelf if the" are to vicld the kind 
of iesvlfr that the public experts of the education warem. (a. 
quoted in Globeand 4lati:Dan't e r p c t   school^ toda ;he funi1y.r 
job' by llicharl Valpy. December 1. 1993) 
Chapter 3 
Methodology 
Thu a a c a e  rrudy combining interviews and a questionnaire. One junior 
high school from S t  John'r. Seafoi~ndland. bv-5 chosen for the study The 
.\vuian Consalidared School Board' ruw approached and formal written per- 
mission sought to conduet the study i n  one of its schools. The school which 
, v a  recommended may be described in the foilorring way: 
(i) ajunlor high. since the researcher s group ofinterest is of ages berwern 
uveive and srteen yean inclusive 
(i i) attended by children of both rexeo. 
(iii) attended by children representing ail the kinds of families that crist 
in  St John'r. t.e.. two parent families. single parent lamiiies. elc 
(iv) attended by children from all the rocioemnomic levels that are rep- 
resented in St John's. 
T h e  01th  achool hoard bar recently been dangd 10 hmbn Eur  
Pemnal interule.is and a short questionnaire were used to collect data. 
3.1 The Interviews 
The ,nterv~ews were conducted with the adulm. They consisted of open 
mded aimed at the adults' understanding of violence. 
their of its seriauanes. in  therchaoi< their opinion on therchool'r 
role in  v~alcnce and any other comments they wished to make on 
the topic 01 violence attached xn~tervicw gutding questions). 
Ten adults were interviewed. They included: 
( i )  the hchwi'r principal 
( i i) the rchool's vice-principal 
( i i i) the rchooi.8 gurdancc counrrllor 
(iv) three of the rchoal's teacher,: these were classroom teachers for the 
three grades ~n junior high. i e. grades 7. J and 9. 
( v )  three parents: help from both the administration and teacherr wan 
sought in  selecting these parrnts on the basis of the parents' willingnerr 
to participate in  this kind of study. There were parents of three different 
children i n  each of the three grades of internt. 
( ~ i )  one hoard I wanted a member who muid give the 
per3pecti"e of both schooi board member and a community member (the 
community in  which the rchool was) i.c.. one with a genuine cancer,, br 
$,ioience both at school aod in  the community among teenagers. Out of  the 
three nnm-5 that the schooi board suggested based on the above criteria. the 
one chaeen turned out to beeveo more than just a school hoard member and 
communiry member. I Ie was a parent too. and very much irlvolved tn the 
sporting activities. 
informed consent letters were scnr to the School Board. principal and vice 
principai and reachen. requesting thcir permission to conduct the study and 
their participation I" ,I. 
Participants were assured of ~ ~ ~ f i d e n t i a l i t y  of ail ir~fairnaiion they would 
grve. and advised that at no time would individuals be identified. Partic- 
,patian was voluntary and participants were free to ,vithdraw at any time 
without prejudice of any kind. They could omit answering questions they 
did not wish to answer. They were informed of recordings done of the inter- 
views beforehand. and vereanly recorded with their permisston They were 
assured thst all rapes would be dertmyed at the end of the ~ t u d y  
3.2 The Questionnaire 
The ,"a. dintr,buted amoog ntvdents to compiete. It wa. d e  
to elictt informatlo" about the student.' under~tanding of what vi- 
olence is. what activities may he labelled ar violent. how they saw other 
students who commit vtolenr activllier. whether or not they thought violent 
students needed help. how they could he helped. what they thought driver 
teenagers to be violent. erc. (see attached questionnairr). The qurrtionna~re 
administered to both girlr and boys in  three clarsmomr of grades 7. S 
and 9. Boys were inclt~ded ra rhar they would prov~de responses against 
which to 'ompare the girlr'  pinion^ and hdee. rlnce much more ir already 
known about boy '  vioience than girb'. 
Sincc the rtudenrs were minors. informed consent lettern were sent to the 
parent. and perm~srion eked from the parents to have their children partici- 
  ate in  thestudy. Only thoaestudenrr whore parents had signedand returned 
the consent letters weregiven the questionnaire to complete. I sent to the 
school on a day chmen and agreed upon by the principal and distributed 
the to the students. .\fter explaining to the students what the 
parent. had already been told i n  the conrent letter., that participation war 
completely wiuntagv, that they were iree to leave out questions that they 
did not want to answer without prejudice. that whatever >nforrnatlon they 
gave would remain confidenrtal and that no one's name wouid ever be identi- 
fied, not even then schwl. I callectd 63 completed questionoaires from the 
rtudmtr. which ,epIP.(."ts a rerponce rate of fins. 
3.3 Analyzing the Data 
Lotus 1-2-3 war urcd to analyze the que~tiannairr responses. :\fter transcrib- 
ing the interviews. The Ethnograph roftwarc from Qualis Research i v l s  used 
far thc quaiitat,- ana1v.s. 
Chapter 4 
Findings 
4.1 The Students' Perspective 
4.1.1 Introduction 
In an attempt to ellcct informatian on students' opinions an gchool violence. 
n qucrtionnaiie mas disti~buted to rhrce grade in  one Junior High School. 
Cmydon .lunior High School'. Both boys and girls mere gtven the quetion- 
"&ire ca rompletc to allow me to cornpare and contrast the opinions of boys 
and g~rls. 
Of the LO5 that were originally distributed. 6'3 students completed and 
returned the questionnaires. iepreenttng a response rate of 60%. Of the 63 
rapondent.. Y i  (43%) were males and 36 (5 i%)  were female. 
Table 1.1 rho'vr the composition of the respondents by grade 
'Croydon Jvntor lhgh LS a ficltonal name 
Grade Male % Female % Total % 
I4 I2 19 21 33 
9 I 4  16 25 25 40 
Totals 27 J5+11 6 Y t l  
Table -1.1: Cornparition o i  Respondents by grade 
The a ~ e  range o l  the respondents is  given in Table 4.2 
Table I.?: Repondentr' Age Range 
lcm~le respondent dld noc lmdiral~ her grad. 
4.1.2 Students' Definition of Violence 
Genecalls most rtvdenrs considered an act violent ~ l t t  war phyrcal. Verbal 
\.iolencc am given lerxr  ranriderat~on as an ~t OI vioience. Table -1.3 rho,ur 
a ~ f r  har rhr students constdcred v8oicnr. 
I'hccat~ning 5~1th a iveapon 
Bullying othen 
=me calling 
Spreading rumours 
Table 1.3. .Acts considered vlolenr by the students 
4.1.3 The Presence of violence and who the Perpetra- 
tors are 
From the students' point of vtew. there is no question about it! All 63 
repondents raid there i s  violence in their school perpetrated by students. 
4ppmximateiy 86% of the respondents (of which 3% were male and 
63% female), quite a significant gender difference. raid both boys and girl. 
acted violently in their schooi. Only 13% (75% iC1. 25% F)'said boys acted 
~ ~ o l ~ ~ t l y  and only one boy thought girls acted violently 
Responding to the querthon oi why thmc students commit violmt acts. 
vartous reasons were given. The mwt  popular reasons seemed ta be peer 
presmre and the need to show that they are not afraid. 75% ( i5% \I. 55% F) 
of all the repondents indicated that violent acts by students werecommitted 
so they could bc liked by another group of .kids'. 60% (39% 1 .  61% F) of 
the students indicated that it war lo  show that they were not afraid: 51% 
(56% \[. -1'1% F) sard i t  was don- lor fun 
Interestingly one girl mentioned that vioience is a learned behaviour. and 
that i t  could be that the violent students probably ree i t  in  rhcir homa and 
think that i t  is the way of dealing with difference. 
4.1.4 Punishment for Perpetrators of Violence 
hppmximtely 14% of the students said perpetrators of violence would al- 
ways he given the same kind of punishment. However. SJ%. d which about 
24% were male and 76% were female. said that sometime perpetrators would 
'F - Flrnd.. M - Male 
get the rame kind of punishment but not dvay.: and about 11% .aid boys 
and gzris would not he given the same puniiihmenl for committing the same 
violent act. 
From the students' comments. four factor. play a role in determining the 
kind of puoi.hment to be given each perpetrator of violmce: 
(1) Gender (favours girls) 
They would only be girun the same punishment mmetimc~ 
because 1 think thqv are sexist (I2 year old girl in  grade 7) 
I1o.t of thc time gids get away with more thingr than boys 
because peopie th~nk that girls are more timid and boys are just 
bullies. ( I J  s a r  old bay in grade 8) 
Becaurc gtrls. uruaiiy same teachers let them get away with 
thing.. ..and boy, usually grr hianled. (15 year old giri) 
( i i) \ge of pcrpetntar 
Depends on the ags of th r  giri and boy and the bqv usually 
gets a harder punishment because they are considered tougher. 
(13 year old boy in  grade 8)  
I t  wouid depend an the damage they did to the child. their 
age. erc. (I1 year old glrl). 
(iii) Perpetrator'l reputation 
I t  wouid depend on ifooe has a history ofdoing violent things. 
I t  the boy had this hstary, he wovid be more wverely punished 
than the girl. I f  the girl had the history, then she would he 
more severely (a 13 year old giri i n  grade 8) 
I f  !hr oov was i(.wru. oau l a  wuulci pmoab y I b t ~ p r  
pun whmcnc 11 rrr I. vm a'**? nncl. we w o ~ * o  p.uualil) get 
a o,ggcr p,,r,rhns I a I: /car 2." g,r, .,, grade Y 
(i") .Academic achievement/periormance (1.e. of the perpetrator) 
I t  depends. ~ f t h e  girl was n straight .\ student. (a 13 year old 
girl in  grade 7). 
4.1.5 The Student as a Perpetrator 
\bout -10% of all the respondents. without significant gender difference. ad- 
mltted to  having been involved 8" ar least one act of riaience within a period 
of sir mantla. Of t hm .  all had perpetrated physical violence like fist tights. 
:\hour 3% of them had also caiied other pmple names. and about 2% swore 
as well. Some of them had made threats. 
Out of the 24 rtudenri who admitted ro having rommitted an act of 
violence. oniy one did i t  against a stranger. The rest of them committed 
their viaience against peopie well known to  them. other students One male 
student perpetrated violence against a teacher. 
4.1.6 The student as a Victim of Violence 
When asked i f  any of them had been v ic t im of violence withcn the period 
of six months prior to the study, 60% ( 4 i %  F, 53% Y) of the sevdents 
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responded positiwly Again, they buffered mainly physical vialent acts. .A 
few meotroned name calling, swearing and threat.. 
Two other po~ntr became evident lrom this qu-tion: I t  <"a. ram that 
a perpetrator svould attack anc of the opposite ner. The tendency far 
males to attack males and females to attack other female. .About 14% (33% 
41. 67% F) said their perpetrator war a female student, about 11% of the 
total female respondents raid they 1wre attacked by a gmup of girls b o u t  
49% (83% 41. 17% C') said they were attacked by a male student only one 
male respondent war attacked by a group of bqvr 
Secondly. i t  seems that all victims were attacked by pwple rvho wen, weli 
known and very close to  them. The! mreei thera hmi ly  member (sibling or 
parent). u friend, a neighboui or playmate. Only one raid he w a  attacked 
by a stranger. 
4.1.7 Reporting Acts of Violence 
Reporting violence a the stickiat issue among the student.. I t  is interesting 
to note z i t  became evident that repoiring violence as a vlctim iii different 
fmm reporting i t  ar a wctnas. one who hsd seen che violace but was not 
hurt. 
As a Victim: 
.Appmrimaleiy 59% (32% CL. 68% F) would report vtolence i f  they had been 
hurt in it, basically hecause they say i t  i s  wrong. i t  h a  to be stopped and 
for vengeance. 
i ivouldn'r rant i t  to continue. (12.5 p a r  old boy in  gradc 7) 
Iiromeane hurt me. I would recretiy report ~t without giving 
my name. because noone should get asmy with violence. i l J  yeaear 
old girl i n  grade d) 
..ra that the penon %vould bv punished. ( i l  year old boy in  
grade 3) 
Because ra i can get them in  irrubie (13 .year oldgirl in  grade 
To get them fixed up. (15 year old boy in gradc 9) 
.\boor 11% (-12RF. 58% 51) though. tvouid nor report i t  for rnainiy three 
reasons: 
( i )  R o r  of grlli"g into serious 1,oubb and ndrcule 
... because I know that i f  I were to report it. I vould get into 
a lot more trouble. (13 year old girl in grade 8 )  
Because people would call you a wimp and pick on y u  more. 
(13 year old bay tn grade 7) 
(ii) Reluelonce l o  ' ro l 'on  somaonr/get someone ~n lmubie. 
I wouldn't because I wouldn't want ro be a rat. (12 year old 
boy io grade 7) 
... do not want to get anyone i n  trouble. (1-1 year old bay in  
grade 9). 
(iii) Copobriily of handling Ihc s?6oIlan. 
I'm not a rat and I would beat them up. (16 year old girl in  
grade 9). 
Becauie I would try to reslve i t  with the penon who hurt 
me. (14 year old boy in  grade 9). 
Because I can pick up for myrell (16 year old girl ~n grade 
9). 
Only 3% (75% F. 45% >I) would report a violent act and 636 (D% F. 
9% 11) would not. The rcaronr for reporting and not reporting violence as 
a airneps arc overall the same sr those gtven if amp were a victim. but one 
~ r h e r  eason wa. given: a reluctance to  be inwlved. 
To. becau* it's none of my buriner. and if the other people 
thought i f  ,"as tmportant. rhqv would report cr thenwelve (14 
war old giri). 
I wouldn't. because I wouldn't want to be inwlved (12 year 
old bay in grade 7). 
Becaure i t  is nor my pmblem and 1 ~vouldn't want to get 
involved. (15 year old g ~ r l  sn grade 9). 
I t  also became clear that the choce oi person to be told nbaut an act 
01 violence was determined by certain lacton: trust. power. support and 
understanding. 
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About 41% (62% F. 38% 41) would tell their friends because they would 
understand, they ace tru~twarthy and their opinions and ouggeatiaos are 
important. 
~ h ~ y  would ~nderrtand.(l" year old girl in  grade 7). 
They wouldn't make fun of me" (13 year old boy in  grade 7). 
They would advise me on what to do. (13 year old girl in 
grade 8). 
.\bout 36% (57% F. 43% MI ivauld tell a teacher because teachen have 
power and are trusted that rhqv !voald keep the source of informathon confi- 
dential. 
:\bout 27% (71% F. 29% 11) would tell their parents because they trust 
them and ran count on their support. 
TWO females ( 3 1  of all rapondents1 would tell the school's Cu~dance 
~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ l l o r  hecatlse hi, advice a valuable and whatever he is told is told in 
confidence. 
One male and one female rnpondcnt %vould tell a policeman or pol~ce 
woman becaure he has power. 
4.1.8 Gangs 
A1mo.t ail of the respondents (95% (43% 41, 57% F)) haw heard of a gang. 
They generally defined a gang a. a group of people who hang out together 
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and do bad thing5 to other people and property Among the things that 
gangs do. they meot~aned violence. ~ndal ism.  smoking, drinking and doing 
drug.. 
When asked i f  there were gangs in their school area. about 30% (ii% 51. 
53% F) said there were gangs in their school area. about 62% (16% 51. 54% 
F)  aid there w r e  none: two remain (3%) didn't kno%v. 6% (75% 41. 25% 
F )  said they belonged to a gang. 
-m the of whether thqv would join n gang il there were gangs in  
the school area. only abollt 27% reponded to the question. Of t h m .  9.1% 
(94% F. 6% 11) raid they would not, mairlly because they did nor like the 
thing. that gangs do tlowwer. on< girl said she would join a gang .a that 
she coold be part oisomething -and never ham to worry- She would like 
to be a member ola gang because then she would have a reme o i  belonging 
and <uould not haw to worry about her safety or financial resources. The 
gang would protect her. 
4.1.9 Weapons 
One third (62% 51. 38% F) of the ,tudent% raid they cvouid take a seapan 
when offered, 65% (34% 41. 66% F )  would not and one girl wasn't sure. 
,\ knife war the weapon of choice. 24% (i3% 41. 27% €1 would take a 
1 
tvauld take a screwdriver. 
O f  the 48% r h o  gave a rearon why they would accept a weapon when 
offered. 57% (71% XI. 29% F) they would take a weapon for self-protection. 
It's goad to carry around in  St. John's (where I hang out) in  
czoe of an emergency. (16 year old girl in  grade 91. 
Because i f  someone r r~ed to hurt or rape or do something bad 
ra me (12 >ear old girl in  grade 7). 
4.1.10 Help for Violent Students 
According to the rtudents. violent students need help. 37% (40% XI. 60% F) 
rholrgllf rhrr violent students do nerd help but 13%(6J% 51.27% F) did not 
thirtk so. 
Parents and guardians $"ere considered to have the greatest potential to 
help by 76% (.i2% 41.68% F) of the students: 56% (43% 41.57% F)  thought 
friends could help: 56% (19% 41. 51% F) thought teachers could and 48% 
thought other peaple besides parents. teachers and friendr could help. .Among 
those people are guidance raunrllors and psgch~arrists. One girl said that 
TV could help too. 
Sice non-violent TV rhowr could help them understand that 
i t  is wrong (13 year old giri i n  grade 8). 
Interert~ogly, however, 7%(7a(7j%F, 25% M) said that no one could help 
h. 
4.1.11 Spending Time after School 
Rwponlen to how there students spent time after school rhowed that tele 
vtrion a major mle in their liveo. Second to watching TV war doing 
home,vark.  able -I. I rhos. the acrivttiea/ioactivitier that were commonly 
and the dirtrlbutmn of the students. 
Ac t i v i t y  Mab 
Watching Television 
Doing Homework 
Hang~ng Out 
Sports 
Talking on the phone Y 
T V  related garnez 
Bahy.itting 
Pnprr route (deliuertng newspapers) 
Working in  the woods 
% Female % Total 
Table 4.4: Spending time alter School 
4.1.12 Conclusion 
There is no doubt that the students say there is violence by both boys and 
girls. that i t  i r  ~vmng. and that something has to bedone to rrop it. Boweucr. 
i t  seems as though. to them. violence is phy8ical and that verbal violence ~r 
considered relatiwly unimpitant. Although they did not say so directly. 
from their comments on weapons and gangs. 1 got the imprnsion that these 
were not, at the rime. reriour problems at Cmydan Junior High. 
4.2 The Administrators' Perspective 
4.2.1 Introduction 
In  order to get the administration's opinion in miation to violence in  the 
arhooi. eapecislly the inrolwment of teenage gmlj at Croydon Junior Nigh. 
both the were interviewed independently. 
.Mr. Crdnc f l o v l u a d .  the principal. is an crperienced teacher and ad- 
-- 
mlnirrraror. Fle had 20 yeam teaching experience. and 1-l years as a prinri- 
pal. 
He had worked in ti-6 lev4 schools. Junior Flighr and Senlor High rrhaolr. 
Clr Hay>vood had just ja~ncd Crqvdon Jirn~oc Uigh and had been in the rchaol 
far s u  months 
.Ms. Rosello .blcDufi the vice principal. assumes the ~chaol's dirciplinar- 
ian mle. She had sewn years experience ar an administrator. She had been 
a vice principal in  one Junior high for four years and had been vice principal 
at Cloydon Junior High for three years. 
She taught high school before rating up the admmistrat~w paition. She 
stiil had c~ileaguen ~n high schools in  both teaching and administrative p o  
sitions with whom she compares notes. 
'111 " a m  in ,he the%,# an firtronal 
Beides being a di~ciplinarian at the school, she indicated that rhe miso 
taught English 
4.2.2 Types of Violence 
Both administrarors r a d  poritiwly that there was violence in  their school. 
including verbal harassment. intimidation, spreading rumours. hay problems. 
girl name calling, physical violence. fights. pushing. rhouing. ag- 
g'esrive behnviour. 
Ho,veve.er. with regard to llie presence of weapons in  the school. rhey did 
",t agrff. The principal raid there ,.ere no ,veapanr ar all. Howcver. the vice 
principal did not rule our the precncc of ,veapans in thc school. although 
*he that they had not had a lot of violcnce inwlving weapons. 
... we haven't had a lot of violencc invalvlng weaponr. But 
I think char tc iwuld probably he wlrhfui thinking on my part 
to believe that they do not erirr in  the school. On occasion ,ve 
have taken weapons from students . .. lguess i t  depends again on 
hav .mu want to interpret the i t e m  that haw been confiscated. 
Some students would aieue that the" are not weaoons and that .~ ~ 
can be fmm mllr of paper and elastic bands and using that to 
flick at someone They would often ray that is kidding around 
and thrnerortsof things But.ofcourre. i f i t  taksout aneye. we 
have a totally diflerent interpretation of it. Eh.. I guess I have 
conLcated ~ r ~ m a r i l y  knives. That is what I have confiscated. 
... they range. some of them are podtet knives. 5ome of them 
have probably 8" -9" blades. (Vice Principal) 
I n  relation to threats. the principal war not aware of any threats made 
by students to teachers. He did mention that i t  could be because he had just 
joined the 3chool. However, the vice principal was aware of threats made ra 
teacherr. 
I hawn't had a phyrical assault against a teacher. but I've 
recn a number of case where rhere'r been verbal as- 
saults perpetrated on a teacher hy students. And sometimm that 
may go fmm things. for example. with the use of profanity to a<- 
tull threats a person. I t  happens both on campus and in  
thc mallr. Urually the verbal assault takes piace ~n a classroom 
... The thiear. of physical assault. we've had a couple of case4 
,vhere teachers' property had been damaged. but the phyricui ar- 
r lu l t  threats have ,,ever been with," theichaoi. They have been 
~utside. Yes. \Veil. in actual Fact, the students were very open 
making rhc threats. (Vice Pdnclpal) 
.is far as the picsenre of gangs or gang members i s  the school. the ad- 
nuntrrrators again did nor agree. The principal denied their en5tcoce. while 
the vtce principal said there were at least a few gang members. 
:ih. .. no. I don't. There is an attltude that there aregangs in  
the ~~mrnuni ty .  I've lived in  this community now br three yeam. 
and I have two children. grade 8 and grade I I. .And I haven't reen 
any evidence of gangs or had any experience with them. .And I 
haven't any evidence of them ~n 5chaol. (Principal) 
Oh. I know we do. I know we do. I don't have to think. 1 
knotu we do. Because I know enough abaut individual children. 
Thc one thinr. that I have tried to  do with children since I'\? 
been a Vice Principal is you have to gain their tiust. Sometimer 
I 'ins o l t  tn nrs !,tar i rnnnot art on or c1.r 1 brtrav titat .rust. 
an" I in,nr ,"a, I wor* oc ,Ire prc,,,,x "onell," \\ ' ,ha 0, of 
k.n, tllrv have bcrn  nu,^ no-st lo  fell ".a that rhev b r . ~ c ~  rc 
. - 
gangs. So. I'mquitepos~ttve that yes, we have members of gangs. 
I don't know i f  we actually have a fvll gang here at rchool. but 
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certainly rre do have students who are members of gangs. (Vice 
Principal) 
4.2.3 Age and Gender of the Perpetrator and Victim 
Bath theprinclpal and thev~ce principalsaid i t  wouldn't be easy to generalize 
on the bas#$ of age and gender as to who the perparrator. are. Hawever. they 
did ray that girl, rrr~d to be responsible for the verbal abuse far more than 
boyr and that rhcy are rrrponrible lor some phyrtcal violence as well. 
To. I think. generally speaking. I !vould say my experience has 
b e n  that I rend ta have morp d~fficulty with the femalestcrder~ri 
~1 l r .n  i t  comes to the rumaun. talking about cach other. putting 
~ a r h  other down. that sort of thing. (Principal) 
that is a rcallv difficult cluertion ro answer. because I reallv 
,don't know i f  [ can generalize. ['\,ereen i t  in  grades 7.8  and 9. He 
w r  ihcrezoing violence among female. They tend to be prtmariiy 
the one, icspan%ible for the verbal violence. They like to use their 
I. ,.qUC, .,,.a:11. ' 0  h.,, 0t.L I, one ano:ner. Ho.c<r, <vr'\r r e r  
r c-us. , p, ?nyx c r  valcnrr. amur.q ~ t r  iean ln  b. sell Inc  ba,l 
c..rl. to oc scrhal'i s nrrlt !onsro% 11s e r i \'e.h;ll r azcrrsr s r  
. vu 
towards the girlr. usually. nor to on? another. (Vice Principal) 
Although the vice principal had initially said that girlr w r e  rerponnible 
for the verbal form afvlolenre. when asked i f  both girls and boyr committed 
the same kind of violence. she raid. 
... I deal hr more wlth female being l n ~ l v c d  in  physical 
violence The males do a fair bit of intimidation. which is the 
verbal part. violence as well. .\nd I think equally. We have both 
bo.p aod girls who are involwd i n  the int~midation aspect. 
In relation to violence and teenage girls. both the principal and the vice 
principal agreed rhat violence by teenagers was on the rise But on the claim 
that teenage girls were becommg more violent. the principai did not quite 
agree. 
I agrrr ,ha, s loc l rc  , L C  rne r x 0.1 1 <I"" I I. nn. I,. "15, 
O'," ",,"""' . t a i  I >vo, d r r>  I am lof,<,nq 8" lcrca%r I? 
6 . , .,s ror.oar~d i n  unar I nar.red, ras 10 vcnrr reo I ttt.nn 81'- 
. .  - 
:he same orbblems we had 10 ~ a r s  ago. What I do think s that 
. .
gcncrally. kxdr are doing a lot more th ins n o r  punget  tltan they 
used to (Principal] 
I rhink that b probably true. I thmk i t  is true. and I rhink 
rhat i t  shauldn'l be ignored that i t  ir also on the rise among 
mnics. .\nd [ th ink that rhat has to do w ~ t h  the change. w~th in  
ollr ,oc,ety. (Vice Principal) 
4.2.4 Deding with Violence 
The school hm a very general pmcedure that they fallow in  investigating and 
punishing an act of violence among the students i f  i t  comer to the adminis- 
trarorp' attention. The vice principal did sqv rhat her appmach may direr 
nou and then. depending on the circumstanca of the cax. -No two cases 
are the same." she said. -. . . ~ t ' r  very difficult to give you a pmcesr 
that I follm hbecause i t  s so individuslized.' 
Bath the principal and the vice principal raid that students were not 
reporting incidents of violence i n  the pchml ar much ar they would like. 
Some students. especially girls. might, according to  the vice principal, but 
even then they are careful about giving names. They uiually do not give 
names o f  thore involwd. 
The school has a zero tolerance policy for fighting. The normal wqv of 
dealing with combatants a done by the administration. Teacherr report any 
acts of violence that come ro their attenttan to theadministration. Then the 
admlnlsrintion taker over. calling the involved students and the witnares in 
to be ~ntcrviewed. Following that. the admlnirtrat~on ~nformr parents afboth 
the perpetrator and v ic t~m Parents then generally came ~n to the school to 
hear the case. erpeclally i f a  sunpens~on a unavoidable. Parents of the victim 
who wish to prns  charges w t h  the police are encouraged to do so. 
4.2.5 Causes of School Violence 
:is far as cause oiviolence among teenagers are concerned. the principal and 
the vice principal had diferent opinions. While the principal thought that i t  
is mainly tied to the students' inrstration emanating from them background 
and how they perceive themwlves, the vice principal thought i t  is a$ a result 
of the change i n  rocial ryrtern and the Young Offenders' Act 
Obviausly i lkids me hungry and not clothed properly and not 
rested ~ r o p e r l y  and al l  the rerr, they're going to be frurtrated. 
Their w l f  confidence is going to  be down, the~r~elfesteem i r  going 
to be low and thqv'regoing to heat out and that's when they get 
frustrated and then they strikeout. Qu~teoftm, that'r what we 
found. (Principal) 
[ think it's primarily the changing social ry~tem. I think the 
voung offenders' act h a  had an impact because the values are 
diHerent and the children know that they have todoa lair number 
or thing3 ~n order to end up in a court. (Vice Principal) 
4.2.6 The School's Responsibility and Role 
Selther the nor the vice principal thought thar the school tnten- 
tionally encourages violence in  the rchaol. The principal did say that d a r  
sizes could be the .chool'. unintcotional contiihutian to the violcncc. 
Sametims we contribute to it. We put them ~n class size. of 
:l8. 39. -10. We put kids who are having reading difficulties. math 
difficulties. in  regular clbires. We can't provide support services 
and extra help for them because of the rtaf ... . We have kids 
with problems. medical pmbicms. attention deficit problems and 
the rest a l  i t  who are wry disruptive Wc don't have the 
~tudent ~ y r r e n ~  support to be able to work with them. There are 
a whole lot of things that came together. :\nd the end result of 
a lot of i t  8s violence. diLrent types af violence and vandalism 
against the school. (Principal) 
to 0" "ones *.,I. 508, I don r lhlnn sm're Intent on*: > 
ropo.l.lh'e lr . . t lrnttora Iv I oon 1 roov f * e r r  10, a 0 '  of a 
s I., 3ecalu. of t t c  far, that :here tr lo t  a whole .or t t a ~  r c  
can do. (Vice Principal) 
Having acknowledged that the school may be unintentioodly contributing 
or enconraging violence, the administrators did not think thar the school 
conld do anything to correct the .itmation. In fact. the prlncipai felt that the 
school did not have tocorrect i t . Heexpressed frustration at theexpectation= 
pixed on the school and the many ather thing. that the schooi wu already 
involved in  bnlder teaching. 
~ h .  "ice thought that rectifying the situation was society's role. 
I am mat sure the schwl covld do anything to correct that. 
AS a matter or fact. I would argue thar the rchoal shauld nor 
have ra correct it. :\ad I ham argued that for years. I think the 
school is already involved in  too much. I rcaliy do. The schmi 
shauld do what the rchwl is equipped ro do. to  take kids and 
teach. (Principal) 
I don't know i f  there is a simple anslver because I think there 
has ta bp .... but [ think society bar to take a look at itself. 
:\nd I think society has to bc aware of the problem. But in  being 
of the problem. they also have to be prepared to lee that 
the just doesn't exist with the neighbour'r chdd next 
door: that their own child is ~pan r t b l e .  eh ... you know ( V i e  
Prsncipal) 
4.2.7 The Administrators: Closing Comments 
\ t  the end of each ~nterviesv. both the principal and vice principal made 
some personal dos~ng comments. From the cammentr. certain points were 
made on the subject reinforcing what the principal/vice principal had said 
in hm/her comments. 
i. Violence was aliw and well. not only in  this rchaal. but inother rchoolr 
Oh. crrtaln v. I -hlnk $vc have rh r  ent.n. rrhrme 01 u,ulcorr 
(Pi pred~nn#?~ntl, (?<ha 0u.reolten. il..nsa ~ctat teat .ayarr 
~ c r  ltm~r!lul lo  otnen .n n , ~  cor.6rr-at on$ $v ~h orher aem.?#n- 
traiors and other guidance c ~ u n ~ l l o r r .  I think this m rometh~ng 
that is being e n  over a lot of rchaols. (Mr. .LlcDulT) 
Yes i t  is, yah .... The mast difficult level, in  my experience, 
I find, with a lot of problemr. difficuitie with each other and 
socializing and all that goer r , t h  that. 1 find i t  is at the Junior 
High (Mr. Haywaad). 
2. There ra a tendency to <oscentrate morc on the negative than on 
the pairive. Students needed to  be encouraged to be nice ra people and 
to display positive mannerisms and good behaviaur. They should not feel 
embarranred by shorving poritive bel*aviour 
..unfortunately some of those things (violent acts) get con- 
centrated on much marc than the posltlve things. \ n d  children. 
ncrdlsr. tend to nor rant the porit iw accentuated because they 
feel embarr~red. They stand atst from thelc peers. 
... SO. r e  haw to create an atvarenss that i t  is inappropri- 
...~- ~ . 
support in  terms of what ,"e are doing. :\nd that goes back again 
to: instead of recognizing what is positive. we have a tendency to 
see ~ n l y  what is negat~ve. (Ms. 41cDuK) 
3. Jvnior high students tended to have mare problems: hence mare v i e  
I.- happenr in  junior high than in  senlor high where rtudents tended to be 
more mature. such that having about i O O  teenage rtudents together i n  one 
building was not a good idea. I t  definitely did not help the rituat~oo. 
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. . the high school that I spent 8-10 .wars teaching and ar 
~ ~ ~ n ~ i p a l  at. I find in  the high school that kids were much mare 
mature ... The most difficult level, in my e~perieoce, I find with 
a lot diff ic~lt ie. each other and ~ ~ ~ i a l i ~ i ~ ~  and 
all that goes with that. 1 find is at the junior high. There are 
a lot thrngs going on, and we have taken there kidr. in 
this ~ ~ r t i c u l a r  case. pul them ail together in  one budding, a large 
number (about 700 students) i n  just grades i. 8 and 9 So, we 
reallr Ithink. compounded the problem. And we put ~t !none 
budding. (Mr.  tlaywood) 
I have not taught In the elementary rysrern. but I did teach in  
the high rchool for a long time And there is no comparimxln. . . at 
this age level (junior high). i t  in very emotionally demanding. 
I t  really takes a toll on energy. and 1 thmk that the one thing 
that you always have to be aware of is that these kids ace very 
impulslw and live for the dav (Ms. .llcDulT) 
I. The rchoal necdcd ro work in  partnership with parents and other 
i f  i t  iw to tight v~olence. What was taught in ~cilool should be 
relnrarced at home ar well. 
... I think that there are things thar could he done But I 
think that the" have to be done in cooperatton. with thervpporr 
of ~ther~gencies. Ithink that there has to he a regainingoframe 
- .  . . .  
partnership in  solving any ai thee problems. 
... I thtnk thar there has to be the parent. the school. the 
.,I mner a$crrv5. 17 pr.nrrrh p There ,tar .o oe pr.'ncr,l .p 
of a.1 of ,!IF 30dte) a that f wmcln up can he ucrrlopm ' can 
hc nlr nr:cd ~n each or thew oodr, !llrrr . nn ~ o l n t  IUI - - ~ -  ~ 
putting i t  in  the rchoal and not piactice i t  at home. 1 can talk 
to children all 1 want about the inappropriateness of violent be- 
haviour, bur i f  they go home and see it, then. certainly i t  negates 
anything we haw done ~ n d  as children wil l  say. 'it is okey for 
you, you do not haw to go thmugh it'. (Mr. M.1cDu8) 
5. Parents needed to take respondbility of their chiidren and show some 
cooperation and support far the school 
I think because ofthedemands on parents at timn. that there 
is too much ofa~villingnenr (from the parents) to accept what the 
child sqvs. So. the chiid rqvr. 'Yo. that tr not true. 1 did not do 
that'. and the parent ray.. 'that ,I not true: my child dld not do 
that' .-And I do not think that they (the parents) are n%er?iarily 
about it. I do not think they haw a gwd  sense of where 
their children are. what their children are domg. Some af them 
do nor care. some of them do cam. and do not haw the energy to 
put into It. -\nd some of then, do not have the parenting skills. 
(kls. 4lcDuff) 
6. While children learned of rheii rights. they should also he taught 
renponribiiity because rights go hand ~n hand with responsibility 
I believe quite honestly. and I do not care whether ~t is educa- 
tional or whether i t  15 anythlngelse, rights. certainly. aaredenerved 
and may begmnted. But once thcyareabuiied. then they become 
privileper. not ights. (41s. 4IcDull) 
7. The pchaal war already too owrlaaded with pmgrams that i t  had 
no business being i n ~ l v e d  in, according to the administration. because the 
school war not equipped for them and the programs took up too much of the 
school time and teachers' eoergv 
I think the school is already involved in  too much. I really do. 
The srhool rhoulddo what the school isequipped to do - to take 
the kids and teach . . .. There are an awful lot of expectations 
put oo the school that the school is just not equrppd to deal 
with. Teacher. todqv have to he morn, dad, the doctor, the social 
worker, .And that isaneof the problem. I t  is becausewe become 
so diluted and we are expected to do ro much that we are not 
doing a good job at what r e  were meant to do in  the first place. 
Yet we are spendinq m much time in  the other things. I really 
feel that. (blr. tlqv~uood) 
[ think too often we have become dependent on putting chil- 
dren in  school and letting the school assume the mle of parent. 
doctor. ~eacher. social ~varker. MIU know Those roies are too 
drmanding We arc feeding children. we are ciothing children. 
" .  
up not dong agoad joban an?: yet they dl need to beaddresscd. 
They ail need some tlrne to be addresad. [ think the ryrtem is 
overburdened and 1 think that a lot of parents have given up. 
(41s. .LlcDuffi 
4.3 The Teachers' and the School Counsel- 
lor's Perspectives 
4.3.1 Introduction 
Three teachers and the rrhooi counreilor were interviewed far t h ~ r  study. 11i 
three teachen were homeroom teachers lor the homerooms o f  theta students 
who ~ompleted and returned the questionnaire. 
.\IS. Sandy Gmtnbng' ir a physlcai education teacher. She also teaches a 
coune i n  adolercence. She had been teaching far LO yearr. and had been at 
Croydon high school for two and a half years. She has ch~ldren of her own. 
blr Gordon Vemark htd  22 yearr o f  teaching experience. fie. too has 
cl~i idrcn of his own. 
ur. R~do lph  Pogorl had been t',aching for sir .wars. 
klr. Cyril OuPonl. thc rchool counsellor, had 20 years of experience as a 
counselloi. He had been counsellor at Cmydon High School for ten years. 
b t h  the school co~nrel lor and rl~e tezhers were asked rperifir. questions 
to elicit their ap~nions on the subject of violence b y  teenagers. espec~aliy 
renaga girls i n  their school. Among the questions asked \"ere haw the? 
defined school violence. whether violen- was a pmblem in them school. 
%*I) names an rhc r h ~ i s  are tmml 
i f  sveapann were ever involved in  the violence. whether or not boys and 
girlr committed the same kinds of violence. i f  teachers were ever threat- 
ened/arsaulted by students. how the 3chooI dealt with violmce. what the 
rchaal'r rerponrihility and role bvao in  all thin, what the causes and some of 
the solutions to school violence were. 
In addition to  those questions. i wanted to know from the school coun- 
sellor on the bu is  of hi3 expe~ience tf i t  was possible lor him to pmfiie the 
perpetrators and thc victims. il the two ride. (perpetrator victim) would 
came for help. if there war I" place a program to help them and how effetiue 
such a progam was. 
[n the end. each participant war given an opportunity to  make perronal 
comments on the subject af violence tf they ra desired 
4.3.2 Types of Violence, Weapons and Threats 
Together the teachers generally defined violenceas any act or behaviour that 
interrere. with other students in termr of their academic work or their social 
life aiavnd the school. 
I i  the three teachem and the school counsellor admitted to the p-nce 
of at leaat rome violmce in their school. 
Most definitely, 1 ham seen some example. myself and othen 
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1 have heard through other teachers and other students r h o  have 
to meand have told me things that have happened to them 
%. I amconfident that i t  a Inour rchool far sure. (blr. Croeniog) 
Oh, mmt definitely Always ha4 been, aiways will he. (Mr. 
Vermark) 
YC.. and in  ci,ery school. (\ lr. Pagari) 
We have a low lerel of violence in  this xhw i .  (Mr. DuPonti 
TIlev gave example. of verbai and physical violence: actions and hc- 
haviours like spirting. pushing, intim~dation. swearing. name cailtng and ac- 
tual figh,ing. Intimidation. fight~ng. purhingand namecalling ivereidentified 
the most p re~ len t  yps  of violence at Crqvdon Junior High School. 
I think probably the mmr prevalent form of rchool violence 
is the actual intimidauon. especially when you get new ~rudentr 
com,ng to  the rchooi or rommne that seems to be outside of the 
groilp. There is a lor of b ~ i l y i n g  punhing. name calling. .\laking 
them f e l  very. very wor th la  ir mostly what I see around the 
corridom. leaving them out of the gmup and tending to isolate 
certain students. 01s. Greening) 
\Veil. we are to the occarional fights. firt fights. that 
of thing. Occartanally. some kid gets picked on far whatever 
rearan and they are bounced against the locker or amething af 
that nature. And i t  is wrmetinlen perceived as just a casual opin- 
ion ... MU know. .-Andother timen. i t  is al i tt le bit ofintimidation. 
1 mean i f  y u  do not do this lor me, I will get you later. (Mr. 
Pagart) 
The teacher. ,"ere not aware of any weapons i " ~ i v e d  I" the incidents of 
violence in  their school: however, the school counsellor recalled an incident 
where the victim produced a knife to scare the perpetrator OK. 

I have never been threatened or assaulted. .... there's a few 
pmple that have pmbahly been told to go, or something of that 
nature, verbally. And I seem to recallone person abruptly getting 
up, slammng the dwr,  leaving the room in  a rather ahooxiavs 
manner, that sort of thing; rather v~olenrly doing i t  but not doing 
anything personally to the teacher, you know. 1 don't remember 
any teacher being either phys~cally *raulted or whatever. That 
stuff MU probably wouidn-t know about. 1 don't know of any 
(Mr. Pagait) 
4.3.3 The Combatants 
.\I1 three teachem and the xhool ~.ounaelior said that contrary to general 
belief that bays are marc aggcnrivc than girls and tend to perpetrate molt 
of the fights. their hchool w a  having more with femaie students 
""gaging ~n fights illat .year. When aked i f  boys and girls commit the same 
kinds of violence equal!? they by saying: 
Oh. definitelv Eh .... generally. I'm sure ~t ir believed that 
boys tend to be the more aggressive type and that glrls tend 
to matuie more quickly at the Junior High level and that the 
boys rend to  kind of drag beh~nd with puberty; i t  doesn't k ck  in  
until a little later. right But so. we have had caer as well where 
girlr have heenevocative. verbally especially ~nintimidatingather 
children. It's not just limited to the male popuiatlon. Girls ace 
lnwlved as well. (Mr. Greening) 
I t  reems to be lately that girls are getting lnto it. One time. 
~t would be name calling would be the worst the girls would get 
into, now girls are getting into physical fights. (Yr. Vermark) 
Eh ... up until this year. l\vould haveaaidgirla aremore subtle 
about it. And generally speaking, rve have neen the bop '  fist 
Baht. and the glrln who are more into writina dirty nares to each 
other and this kind of thing, you know, threatening notes and 
such things This .war, wc probably experience more of the girlr' 
physical violence, you know, not a lot of it. hut proportionate ta 
what we'vereen before. I think this "ear we orobablv have marc 
. . 
concerns with girlr fighting than boys. (Mr. Pagart) 
'This year. ar Isaid earl~ar. i t  seem that there's maregirls who 
are violent. If, %pain. I donr keep close contact of what happens 
n tneaom~n rrrauunof thr wrool, b I! unat I unorntanu ..!&at 
inc n~tnnrr of lgntr ,hat l avr  ocen .ar t t g  p arr n :Ih rln.,o' 
:"A, !car ha? nrr? pore  g:I, cisan oosl \Ir DvPuttr 
The teachers said that the majority of the perpetretom had a certain 
pattern or characrerirtic~ common lo  all of them: lower social and economic 
background: families r ich both parents $uarking outride the home: single 
parent famiiies: anger controi problems: and pmblsms will> the law. They 
alra indicated. Ihowcwr. that there are other students with rather -drrent" 
family backgmvndr who are hccoming vioienr as tvcll. Thus, they felt that 
while the hmily background might still he an isrue. rhere are other issues 
Yah. there reems to he speculating. You'd have to speculate 
because we may know of home.. But every case home falls into 
a ~erfect category. you rcaiize that of caurre. But I find that 
homes of parents and homes where hoth parents are there 
hut hecawe of the sfandaids of roclety. hoth parenta are work- 
ing. >\nd children go to  homes where their paieot(5) is working 
and there's no one there to monitor their program. I find that 
make, a big difference to monltar their behauiour. And to apply 
coosequences to any behavioui that might have happned during 
the day Because rhere seems to he very little conm(uences and 
also I find rhat home of low income, racial service4 t ype  seem 
to be i n  the majority of paprtrators. But. see. you cam always 
speak again generally because that'. not always the case. .And 
1 hate to stereotype. Because I don't really believe that works. 
(MI. Graening) 
I think today we have an awfully lor of financially. relz.tively. 
weli off families with mother and father working. I think we 
have kids who are probably erperlenclng family circumstance 
e q ~ ~ ~ l e n t  to mngle parents mast by having two parents working 
jobs that require them to bc away from their kids m much that 
rhqv're mat providing parental leaderrhip. Vow. don't read that 
to ray I don't believe bath parents should be working. because 1 
firnilr believe that rhey havc the right to do rhat. .And I haw no 
problem with that .... Rut MO have t ~ o  parents who are working 
quite frequently who arc not pmvlding the leadenhip. and rhey 
are ... I can use the words. buytng off the kids. (Mr. Pagait) 
Generally speaking, they are students who arc what we'd call 
lower rocial and economic background. Who have parents who 
havc similar problems. come from background. of uncmplorm~nt 
or even single parentr. Or kids who are living in  an rnv8rouiment 
where they are already in trouble with the law. .mu know. i f  
r hw  are in  probation. for example. and mqv havc anger trouble. 
&ggmrion problems. (Mr. DuPontJ 
Mr. DuPont descr~bed s pattern of common facton with the victims as 
svell. He found that vtctimr were generally perceived by the other students 
and ~vcaklmgr. He said that there were two t ype  of VIC~LM: 
(>) students who were qu~et and bright and (i i) students who were with the 
crowd. doing the fighting but where the delinquency and ant,-social behaviour 
had reached a turning point and who decided they wanted to get out of rhat 
When asked about the claim made in  the literature that youth violence 
00 the d ~ e ,  and specifically that teenage girlr are becoming more and 
more violent, all t h e  teachers and the school counrcilor indicated that they 
believed i t  to be true. 
Yah. I ~uould. I've been here at thrr school about 2.5 .wars 
now. I'vc been teaching 10 years. But even noticeably ao at this 
school rince I arrived in  my first year that there'. more violence 
ROW than there was 2.3 ~ a r r  ago. .And more eases of girlr being 
involved. I've seen more sirlr at the office or comparable to the 
number of boys that go there So. I don't believe that i t s  l im~red 
to  bqv"anymore. (Sls. Croen,ng) 
Definitely, As I raid in rhr last couple of years 1 have reen 
more girls. I mean usually glrir. you know. They call each other 
nnma. that kind of thing, or they say something demeaning to 
thcm to quick cut. But now they out .... rimplistically get into 
the .. ivc've had 31.1 girls in  this school i n  thc last coupleofycarr 
~ ~ ~ ~ p e n d e d  for fighting and so an: which is. .... and that svauld 
[have been. 5 years ago. a raritv But now it'r almost. you know. 
i f  the boys do it. why can't we do it. I don't kno,v i f  it'r a unisex 
thing or not but something has changed ... But there's definitely 
more girls involved in  actual fist fights now. I mean phyriral 
violence: i f  you want verbal violence. they've been involved with 
that since. vou know. [forever]. 
.... Uot mare than one month ago here where actually a g ~ i l  
ivar in  my basketball team mas a good kid. She took an awful. 
sameverbal rtufffrom agirl: she hailedout and smacked her right 
in  che mouth. I mean. she did rame damage to her tooth. The 
parents of the other kid rame back at her. I don't know where 
it's gone now, it's gone to a court system mmewhere now. (>IT. 
Vermark) 
Well. according to what I see. I think that's a true statement. 
I have seen more nirlr in  a violent or io  an agrrerslw situation. in  
a phyrlca : a g g r n r , v *  rt'uatlun 1's- m n  m n : n  tne Inat L rr 
1 yeair rt.m 1's- wm before Eh <he\ lust :ten lo oe dca. ng 
uctn thclc problem. n !,.a? psrt6rular way. ,\ lr Dt~Ponr, 
4.3.4 Dealing with School Violence 
The teachers echwd the adminirtratorn as far as reporting violence among 
the students is concerned. They said that the3tudenrs do not report violence 
as much as they would like to see. The few that do report would he grls and 
younger bays who get p,cked on. 
I suspect girls would he more prone to report i f  they're bemg 
~ ~ c k ~ d  on or rhatcver. Eh .... the .younger h o e  tend to do the 
same thing. h s  they get older. I think there might be an mag" 
involved. and they learn what ir socially acceptableor something. 
And as they get older. I think. they rend not to report to therame 
extent. unless it's serious st"% (411. Pagart) 
... W e  indicate to parents that we have no objections ia them 
prers~ng chargs i f  rhey feel they want to, and they have the right 
to  do that. If rhey want to do that. that's not a problem. And 
in  some cases t i  i t  was fairly serious. we would encourage them 
to do i t  because we feel that needs to hedealt with. Some caser 
kids need some ~ ~ ~ r w l l i n g .  or ganrraily too much of a problem. 
but we've had a few case. where ...... some carer where kids feel 
threatened and theyre ~ntimidated, little kids ~n grade i maybe. 
who said the wrong thing or did the wrong thing to somebody 
some point, you know. then rhey get quite upset. whatewr. and 
we've had to deal with them (Mr. Pagart) 
The ~ntcrviewr indicated that the teachers were not too happy about the 
way the school deals with perpetrators of violrnce. They swuld like to see 
.... to say that i l s  really >wrking. I'll have to say No But I 
don't know. That one I cao't really ray because we don't really 
do enough follow up, I don't think, or the follow up is not coming 
back to the reacher. (CIS Gmening) 
Ah ... ah .... it's a bandage oo an open heart surgery. that's 
what i t  ia. (Mr. Vermark) 
it's typical for any pmgram to work for name. i would prefer 
to see the anger control - rame kind of counrelling i n  that area 
.... 
It's okey. hut i t  probably needs to he a iitrle bit more formal- 
,zed. a little bit more laid out in  a little mare formal manner. 
(2lr. Pagart) 
Nowever. the rchool counsellor thought 11 w a  effective and working 
wrme or the improv~menfs teachers ,uould l i h  to rce being madc 
in  the way the r<haol deals r ~ t h  prrperraton of violence >vould he for the 
ndm,n,stration to  communicate r , t h  teacher. and give them some feedback 
on the dccibion~ made and consequence.. Teachers would also lih to see rhc 
procedure farmal~rcd. with progranis ro help the students deal with anger. 
One teacher chaught that rhc rchool should nor he dealing with the v~olenl 
,tudentr at all. He felt that police rhould be called in. and that c h a r g ~  be 
laid on those students and have them dealt with by the legai system aod the 
:rt L'IC -a r>,tcm t a i u l r  'ha: anu lien sf tila' . # . , cr~ ' !  
.vorh. ,,:en ra, Ok?/ loo* !",,. ch 'd 9 0 " "  0 L S . i  ha\Ine a lo, of 
prnnlrrnr \Ir X \I,, Y st r wur p:uo.et:, Cttl I I?#- C? d 
been examined by a psychiatrist or name medical perron. staring 
that t h ~ ~  child bas major behaviourai problem.. then we'll let him 
.... but until then. he's yur. .  Put the onus back to the parents 
where i t  belong.. (Slr Vermark) 
.Acmrding to the school counsellor, bath the perpetratam and the victims 
would normally approach him far hclp 
Eh .. pretty well so. Yer. #ore w of the v ic t im than the 
perpetratom. (41r. DuPont) 
I t  appeaced that students r h o  reek help in  the form of rounrelling do get 
i t  cven though the school does not have anything that is formally net up to 
den1 with the situation -especially for the vclim. 
Exactly there is "othing that 1 know of that takes cam of the 
victim. (Mr. \'emark) 
... We have counrelling and we try and set up . tve try and 
c~ tab l i ~h  some kind of timr and rerp-t bctwcen our students 
m d  our teacher5 no that they feel that they can go to rommnc 
that rhey could trust and tell thing. (>Is. Gmening) 
For the perpetrator. howewr. there is an education therapist who counsels 
them. The feeiing, though. war that she is taa bvry to see all the students 
that need her help. Thus. like the schaoi counsellor. sheends up dealing with 
the extreme carer 
We have an education therapist who can speak with some of 
the students. A lot of her students would be the type of student 
zhat would be e perpetrator. like the have that general type of 
behav,our. generally speaking. of conire . Not all oi them. She 
would talk to them about their behawtour and then try and teach 
them that this is not something that rhey should bedoing. (51s. 
Gmening) 
Formally, probably not. I do know that rame kids have been 
dealt with by the guidance office, by Mr DuPoot. who ir the 
guidance counsellor. .And I know he ha. dooc a m e  work with 
some of the kids an anger control and thar nort of thing. I can't 
tell you that it'r been ongoing or there=. a pmgram in  place or 
class every Wdnaday dtternoon or something, you kno,v. But 1 
do know in the extreme clreumstance. and I do know of a couple 
of instances where the kids have got counselling when i t  comes 
to anger control and that a r t  of thing. (Mr. Pagart) 
There'. no ... they don't have to  go to any type of a therapy 
nesriun or have any people virtt horns, you know. or anychtng 
like that thar 1 know of in  our policy here or the school boards. I 
know ~ t ' r  a matter of sunpens~an becau~c there's a zero tolerance 
on fighting. ( I l r .  Vermark) 
4.3.5 Causes of School Violence 
Causes of teenage violence ~nclude a variety of factors and rituarionr. accord- 
tng to the teachers in  this study. :\mong thorc were: 
( i )  The .I.lldio and Saczeiy 
I think it's probably societal. unfortunately because when you 
ray ~ c i e t y  ou're speaking so generally that it'r almost Ilk it'r 
an excuse rather than a reason. But society ~n term that vi* 
lence .ems to be an ongoing acceptable rypeof thing and video.. 
 movie^. the media ~n general. (41s. Graen~ng) 
I l r  DuPont. the school counsellor. tBoughr that teenagers have a hard 
time dlfTercntiating what is real from whsr is unreal on television. movies 
and the media. They seem not to perceive them violeot actions as violence 
He said. 
... I think a iot of i t  h a  to do with what they perceive ar 
violence. Eh .... either real or imreal, either on TV, in  the media 
geoerally 
(ii) I lome/firnrly B a e k p u n d  (Leornd  Behacsourl 
... eh .... some ofthem have faced violence from the time they 
were iittie kids themseiver and that's theonly way they know to 
erprerr themselves or to exert themselves or to get their way 
They've never seen verbal perwasion. whatever. ... (Mr. Pagart) 
The children todqv are under pressurea for aicohol. prarrure. 
far drug.. far wr..... aloe of demand. are put to themar whatever 
and then they react to them. (Mr. DuPont) 
... chiidren who are also very frustrated fmm an academic 
perspective. We are not meeting their needs from an academic 
penpective and they're just an the edge all the time. their em* 
t ~ n .  are an the edge. (Mr. DuPont) 
(i") Violcnt Sporting ..Lcfz"dles 
We've had incidents in  the schooi where. one of theother fac- 
tors. one of the ieaons. I think. in  this communrty. probably 
within Canada. but in  this community there IS a real big hy- 
pcrnesr about boys involved in  sports that are perceived to be 
violent But nobody reer them a violent. For exampie. hockev 
(Mr. DuPont) 
I think it's a matter of kids attempting to exert themselves. 
some of them aw power trips. 1 don't think that make, girl. any 
different thao guys. (Mr. Pagart) 
.Also. machismo and gender equality seem to he conlributing factors ta 
the escalating rate of violence among teenage girlr. Apparently, the teachers 
feel that there reem. to he an attitude among these girls that i f  they are to 
hedeemed equal to bays. they they must he violent just like same ofthe boys 
ace and .haw some spirit afmachbmo. at least according to one teacher 
.\s I said in the last couple of years I have reen more girls. 
I mean urually girls. you know. They call each other names .... 
But now they out .... rimpl~stically get into the ... we've had 
314 girls in this school in  the last couple of years suspended far 
fightingand soon: .... that wollld have be". 5 years ago, a rarity. 
But now ii 'r almmt. you know. i f  the hqvs do t i .  why can't we do 
it. I don't knorr i f  it's a uni3cr thing or not hut 10"leIhing has 
changed ... 
.. I don't know I'm oot certain ... I'm just ahseiving from 
"1" own oerromtivc. but I mean it's the macho search. Yoo have , . .  
to have this macho image. .\ lot of girls are now getting tattoos 
and so on. which ir becoming ... .And that's lust basically much 
of. I can rake the pain of a nrcdle going through my arm 131 15 
hundred time. whatever i t  takes toget a tattoo. I don't know .. 
1 thinit i t  is more the f ~ ~ d c o r  I am a tough guy and the 
these leather. and that kind ~ i t h  t eir 
up. .... That goes hack to the early '60. with the motorcycle 
gangs. (Mr. k rma rk )  
.Another purported cause of teenage violence 13 the u x  of drugs by teenagers 
.\lcohol was reported ar the numberone drugofchoice by these young people. 
Following is what the teachers raid about drugs among students. 
I knew i t  was there and I knew i t  was a serious prohiem. 
But 1 didn't rea1s.e that i t  wa. so serious until I hear a drug bust 
amund theschool and, you know, students involved at the Junior 
and Senior High ievel, *lI'iog drugs. 
... and I know that some of our students are takrng drugs 
You just hear other students saying it. I think it's getting more 
secions. (blr. Groening) 
It's definitely related to d rug  and alcohoi. But not na much 
drugs. unless d rug  are eamlng back. bur I think alcohol ir the 
drug now. isn't ~ t ?  1think so. when we grade this community, 
I don't think m y  of the emphedimins, or maybe there may be 
some marijuana around. I'm sure there or. You know. hashish 
and stuB but I don't thmk it's like the heavy drugs. The blame 
in alcohol because ~ t ' s  o easy ro get. right. (Mr. Vermark) 
:\h .... I don't think the drugs ar much a alcohol. Weil. ~f you 
put aicohol under the drug category. yes. r d  have to say yes. But 
in this communrty. in  the community of !At Pemrl. I'm pmbably 
convinced that it is the alcohol abuse that 1% the number one 
problem. (Mr. DuPontl 
Ciris are no exception to the drug use and the alcohol abuse. They 
~ ~ ~ t i ~ i ~ a t c  in i t  as well When asked how involved girl3 were. some teachers 
were that they were ar i nw lwd  as the boys 
bc, a m  unsr,mc. I don 1 ,h.nk rr.cy ra., ,e 1'3' "0" "'IOU, 
st 15 I- t ~ r y  o ~ v  I! ere cir re -hrv don f ,nux n!#crr 11.c~ r:c 
comlnc fmni ' I l r v  don r i r ~ r  %rtw.~'. n l r d  n \. In fnrm \nd 
they G r t  bought -them and they used then,. But I think the 
biggest problem is with drinking - alcohol. Yaw 1 know that 
using, MU know. other drugs. but alcohol is probably the 
most abused drug. 1 would think. (>Is. Groening) 
Yes. ah y~4. We had an incident here 3 years ago. the child. 
well. 2 years. war in  grade i then ir now in  grade 9, of a child 
who rlil raped within a situation with all her friends observing, 
but they were ali drinking. And they were observing this girl's 
boyfriend, who was 17. she was 12. Yaw, the parents had a part 
to ray there. They n r e  having rexual reiatians, but all of her 
friends were around the room watchtng her but they were ail 
drunk. To them i t  was like a dream .... 
We had another incident where another child was knocked 
down i n  a traffic accident '2 ye- ago, and i t  was a hunch of our 
students who were drinking. They were in  grade 8 at the time. 
SO, they were about 13. ~ n d  they were all our drinking beer. 
then they walked across an inremctian ~n l lount Pearl. hnd  ~t 
just w, happened the driver w u  dr~nking as well. He came down 
and he hit into the group of them. They ail rcattered and one 
girl was hit and she had bath of her hips broken. She was lucky 
she wasn't killed. (Mr. DuPant) 
4.3.6 Dealing with School Violence 
The School's Responsibility and Role 
Two ofthe teachers. ~ncluding therchaoicounsellor. felt that tineschool bean 
,ome repanribility for the violence rhat happens within it. 
... I t  encourages had behaviour to begin wlth. When MU take 
those many student$. 22 home roams. and you put those atudentr 
together under one mof. then .you're automat,caliy encouraging 
confiict because ever" oerronaiitv them is diiferent. .And, all of 
. .  . 
thore students come from a wriety of backgrounds. There has to 
be conflict. That in  itself encourages violent behaviour i n  some 
case. (Ms. Croen~ng) 
h h  .... ~n a m a l l  way we contribute to a lor of frustrations I f  
wc do not have adequate programs to deal w ~ t h  the children who 
are challenged. Because we just perpetrate thew 
frustration and their embarrassment and their fail"=: and then 
consequently. the re.u1ting negative feeling. torrard. the rchooi. 
(Mr. DuPont) 
The other two t e ~ h e n  did not think that the school bean any respon- 
~ i b i l i f y  for the violence that happens with!" it. They believed that i t  war 
wrciety'n problem and that the school was a mirror of the society i t  i r  
kt'$ r m  not certain that the ~ h o o l  does anything to 
contribute ro i t  To me theschool is a microcosm of society, [Mr. 
Vermark) 
We've t a l M  abaut what do we do from here in  terms of how 
do teach kids that violpnce is not the right answer. how do we 
reach kids thal respect far each other is important. It's rocleral 
and i t  came in here. :\ad we are one part of the big microcosm 
that i t d t  I think sometime. we need the big picture. 
hnd we're trying tosolve the mmmunity's problemr in  theschool. 
Ir very fruntratlng rometimes. (Mr. Pagart) 
Thc teachers felt that there is a role that the5chool could play in  curbing 
some of the violence. Someaf the idear were r t i i l  to be translated into mrlon 
and rome of them were already being trled out at the time of the study. 
(i) Dovlnplovng bad behaulour3 
And I bet you w a l l  know the names of those who are causing 
us piief and the best students inour school are hlndof overlooked. 
You know. there'. wmething not right there. And it'sour mpan-  
5.u.I 1 %  ' 0  no*?p.n! <how U C I ~ Y ~ ~ I ~ S  aqd inc Sl i  tncm 
m ~ d  as w e r m  bur NP nasr a o,=cr ~clponlib ..r, to cnerna- 
lurlrv of our i t~oenlr  w!,u are cooc kln, \nd I thnk  ramkt m n  
. . 
we lean too much the other \va> We spend too much time with 
the perpetratom. (Ms. Croeo~ng) 
(ii) Rslnfoming pmpcr behovioura 
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I think we are responsible ro reinforce pmper hehaviours that 
we hope are being taught at horn. Just general good manners 
andgeneral respect for pmpleand property .And that it'sokey to 
he nice to be nice to people. ~ t r  okey to treat people well. You're 
not going to he looked at like a weak glrl. a wimp or someone 
who's not ooble because you're a n~ce person. (41% Gmening) 
(iii) fnualalng other ogencier /or the long L C " "  ~ a l u l i a n  a j r i o l e n e .  
I think if's the big picture ~n the long term of all of thls ir not 
1et.r do  m me thing in our nchool. I think the long term of i t  is to 
get society involved. To get out them. to  start on the big picture. 
Eh .... ,f \ve ap one in.titution in  the community can rqv. lets 
provtde some leadenh~p Let's get some other schools involved. 
let's get the community involved. Let's get the police involved. 
let's get the churches involved. let's get the families ~nvolved: and 
if ~ V C  can get st that end of ~ t .  I think the long term of that would 
bc a positive one. (41r. Pagarit 
( iv) W a k i n g  Ihe rrhooi allmclzvr ond Perpzng slvdrnlr  r n l r r r ~ f r d  
\Ve~ecan improve our physical plans to  make the lchool attrac- 
tive and get students more involved ~n raying that. I f  I have a 
part to tn this ~choal. then I'd probably have m p s t  for the 
~chool. and therefore respect for the pmple who are here in  the 
~choal. (Mi .  DuPont) 
( v )  Conlrollrng Lha d u d m l  populalion (laho come lo the schwl.  l a  do 
rho11 
Eh .... personally, I think we have to do more to control our 
avn populatcon. = regards. who is in  the school. We have a 
outride of our school with other kids who hang around 
here. And who may he bringing in a lot of the influence; they 
=re trying to sell they are trying to sell drugs. They 
are outride the building. but then the kids whom they are 
selling to are mming into the building and then they are reacting 
to the rituatlonr. (Mr. DuPont) 
( ~ i )  Reoryoniring Ihr pmgrornr 
We can change the academic programs to salve some of that 
Rustration [fashion the programs such that they meet students' 
needs]. (>[I. DuPont) 
... we'rcplanning to dosome regrovpingafourrtudents in the 
clasn~tructure to try to breakdown someof those barriers as well. 
to try and help the academic frwtiation. we are going to initiate 
a policy that rays: The teachers ,v~ll move between clasres. not 
the students. So. every rime the bell goes in this school. 700 
kld. ,,ormally move and you are having 700 teenagen ,nteracting. 
ourhinz. ookinc and ~inchlnn and talking and whatever. We're 
. - 
q2,,,g lo  In rur s srac rnc in. K.c,CP? .," C i "  Iki,(. t lP l t ""ml .  
, , ,,,r roo,", nru , lr  ,ea<ncr, ".I. o u t  ,. "lo< np Tila, *#.I - .t 
doun c'r ccrr,oor sc,,,,,< \I, I)cPon, 
("iii) Suparuwtng arras pmnr to hnrmlvl s,lualraor 
Ell ... passport reacher rupcruision: that's another big is- 
."e. To have teachers in certain place whcrr they can control 
what couid be potentially harmful situations lhke our caferenn. 
for exampie. (St,. DuPontl 
The Youth's Role 
The school counsellor did not think that they could do much because of 
their age and maturity when i t  come to planning sociai activir in versus the 
use af rchool time. The students sewing in the student council %"evere prone 
to ruggettng out of class rocla1 activities to take place during shoo1 time. 
That. to Mr. DuPont. showed that they were immature. 
Eh .... this level, unfortunately. nor very much. that's my opin- 
ion. We do have a student council here in  our school, and there 
are 22 elected students from each .... one. But the trouble at JH 
is that the majority of them are not mature enough to take on 
any blg responsibility 
.. a lot of times they want to pian an out of class activity. 
-Let's not have )laths todav. we'll have uollevbail". or. -lets take 
... of the afternoon' or whatever. And you really have to get 
them focussed in what they are supposed to he doing. Then 
they'll start looking at things in  a mature manner. 
The Parents' Role 
According to  the reachers. paicntr need to initiate strategies to k e p  their 
children in  line at home and to support and reinforce what is done at school. 
They need to  beahrervant. arairt with homework. and listen to  theirchildren. 
... $7" probably need the parents to support what we're d e  
ing: Knowing where the~r children are. assisting the chtld with 
work. listening to them. Quire often. the attitude is. " r m  nor 
coin. to listen to a 1.1 rrar old because the" have nothine worth- - " 
!vhile to ray- or giving them the opportunity. giving the teenager 
an LO at iebst express some feeling and to get some 
frustrations o i  feelingri out ~n the open before they just build up 
and they end up coming to school and doing something or raying 
something out of absolute. total frustration. (Mr. DuPont) 
The Government's Role 
According to 41r. DuPoot. thereare two ways thegovernment can help: first. 
i t  can help by directly pmvidsng pemnnel to the school. 
Ah .... well. i f  they are able to do any thing, it's to give us 
perronnel to deal r l t h  it. usread of talking cut hacks and gmng 
to lay OK people or whatever, to allow students to be able to  
have the personnel in  the school to deal with the concerns that 
are there. .And in  a lot of cases, peopic who are appropriately 
tratned with child development courw. child prycholog~cul type 
of roane3. 
Government can also help indirectly by providing more services to the 
community 
They ran do ~ ~ ~ ~ t h , n g  indirectly not to directly do with the 
school. but to have more rervicel with," the community in  the 
soc,al rervice. rector. and the mental health nectar. Social <vork- 
ers. mental health workers who we can refer a child to who has a 
pruolcll. \,,,I ..,a,'< vcrv .ar. "4 n ,,.,r r",,,mlr.tv a, cue .. KO. 
<\amp r. a child n 'i s ar ! to~ I  r err nor .  lit I..,r a 11, lu  I c,a.nit., 
. e0.r. t,,,.r,,ch 1 ' 0 ,  ,la., ,a<&, r,~". d r" ral u*m. i Otr 
U "  " 
ir now 15. The inctdent happened when she was I. The parents 
didn't deal with ~ t .  It was dealt with Icgullx The perp-trator 
was =barged and sentenced and whatever. But at that time. the 
parents refused ultimately any typeof interventton for them child. 
They sard their child didn't n r ~ d  it. bur now the child is  having 
the flashbacks and the emotional stress hecavre of the assault. 
So. when 1 make contact ta try and get same hclp. professional 
Ihelp. to deal with %rual assault. I am told 1 have to wait 1-6 
months .... eventually she wiil reach the age where. technically. 
social services has no legal responsibility at all: when you're 17 
or 18 .vear~ of age. there is a real grey area. 
4.3.7 Conclusion 
.Although the reachers claim that there are many good students and the 
appears to oRer an excellent academic program, the teachen e m  
frustrated by rhe v~alent students 
And i t  totally make. you lee1 very uselesr when your hands 
are tied and you'ie oat able to heip thme rtudents who are being 
picked on. and to change the behaviour that's not happening. 
Sometimer I come to school and I leave wry frustrated because 
I know ail the* thine are happening, but I don't know what to 
do ahour i t .  .And 1 feel Like 1 am out of control and 1 don't knaw 
what to do. (\In. Croening) 
I t  appears as though there is conflict as well in  relation to the seriousness 
of violence ~n ~choal. at least a~mrding to one of the teachers. He seemed to 
be conflirtlng statements on the .ubjecr: ar some point. he rounded 
as though he accepted riolenl-c among the students ac school ar a normal 
phenomena. 
In Junior lligh. it's a normal thing. It's a normal part o l  
up in  sonet?. Yaw. unlortunately. there's weapons he~ng 
involved wh,ch 1 guess that. what brings i t  into the "iolen~e 
business. But I don't know. Bur 1 haven't seen ~ t .  Ihave been 
teachmg 22 year.. 1 haven't reen any increase. decrease in  schwl 
violence ever. It's always h e n  them ... Yo. no. I certainly a p e  
that female violroce has been iscrearing. With regards to violence 
hclng a scrious no . C~ual ly  the violence is at the 
beginning of the year when the kids got toget their peckingorder. 
then they get to we who's the crocodile. then they get to find out 
who's the hard care in  ~chml .  So. you know. this 15 followed by 
the highest prmtigeor giri. (Sli. Vcrmark) 
For some teacherr. the asue an children's rights has been taken too far 
and in  the process removed all rights from adults (parents. tcachcrs). Far 
according to 41r Pagart. chew is a need to balance the two ride.. 
I think our society has hit the extreme, we'w overreacted. 
and I don't mean just Nedouodland because really right across 
Xorrh .America, probably we've tended to overreact i n  favour of 
the child at this point. Now, I 'm nor sure i f  I want to apolagize 
for thak. Initially, you know. I think the child doer need the 
protection .... We need to deal rich 11 and there has to be law. 
cn place that give the c l~ i ld  the right to have sameahere to go 
to deal with those inuer  On the other hand, eh .... what i t  i. 
done maybe as an overreartian, maybe there w ~ l l  be a little bit of 
common renre down the road somewhere. but as an owrreaction 
I thlnk what we've done a taken away the rights of the adult. 
period .... Bopefuliy, down the mad somewhere along the way. 
they'll start to balance 11 out again. [Mr. Pagart) 
Bcride chat there io a dire need in both the school and com- 
r n~n i t y  systems for more qualified personnel to deal with ch i ldm at risk. 
the teachers feel that the schaol is a reflect~on of the society that i t  is in. 
Thus. dealing with rhc piohlcms at rhe roriety'r level would take care of the 
s~tuation in  school 
I think the big pictureis mc~etal and i f  we ran get out there 
in  ~ociety and make everybody do what you're doing now. and 
rame other people are domg to try to bring to rociety'r attention 
some of the conrerru out there. then we would wake up at rame 
point and try to do something about it. If we can get the bigger 
picture ~ h a ~ g e .  Ithink the school situation would take care of 
itself quite nicely [Mr. Pagart) 
A final point worth noting is that all the teacherr ~n the study admmtted 
to "01 being familiar with the Young Ofendem' .Act. H m w r .  they 
feit that i t  is overly protective of the youth: and also that the young people 
know i t  too weil and they maoipulate it. 
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I'm not really familiar wlth the YOA to be truthful. I'm not 
even sure i f  I could comment on ~t and he correct. The only 
thing I know is prohahiy they protmt the child more than adults 
sometimer. I don't necer3arily agree with that. No. I don't think 
that i f  a child is committing crimes of an adult age which is 18. 
then they should he treated that way. They should be treated as 
an nd,tlt. 
... I t  seems that they know that they are They 
are protcctcd by their rights. They know that. But. I will be 
very strong and ray i f  rammne does something that they know 
is qa i n l t  their rights or somrone else's rightr then they should 
1-e the right that goes with rhat. I dan't think they have 
rights anymore to such an extent and no matter what their age. 
And no one can convince me that when .wu're 13/14 years old 
you don't know what'r right and what r wrong and what'r bad 
behaviour and what's not bad hehavioui You do. Sure you do. 
And you lhave ra be responsible for .wur bchauiour. :\nd a ior 
of there chiidrcn are not reponnihle. They'rc pasrtng 11 along to 
,.,meone cle. (\.In. Croening) 
Well. you see. rhcx kids knaw the Y O \  . something to it. 
better than we do. And they knmv they're untouchable. they 
knorv. there's pmple explaining rhat too: getting 
them kids involved in some very shady things. hecaur they knaw 
that those kids cannot be touched The w r s t  of them go to 
Witbourne or to the youth centre in  Wirbourne and that's about 
the worst that can happen to them. Someof these kids know that 
they can get away with murder. hopefuily ~t never get3 to that 
here. It's obviau~ly happening in  the States. (Mr. Ve'ermark) 
When I made mention of the 2 or 3 kids that we have here who 
tend to he repeat. in  their con~rratianr. they'll often mention 
their friends who are also repeat offenders. .And they'll smile and 
say, well. you know. he ian iy  15 so you'llanly get about 2 months 
br . ht? anyuay yo. know * h.> kind o'commm: .And !!tr) moa 
l o r  \ O \ euremrly MY.' The! maw exacvlv .'la' lhcv can gel 
\ntl .?r\ I1 A-o rnak~rornmmcs Ikc r e l .  ~ [ r hcv  (aft w r  ~rcaten 
under t i e  YOA maybe 16.5, wherr they'd probably hctrested as 
a l i  year old, depending on the crime. i f  they can get treated ar 
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a kid. treated under the Y O I  he'll be great, he'll be fine, he'll 
anlv eet 6 months or s war or ? months . . But if he eoes in as 
4.4 The Parents' Perspectives 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Three parents who were recommended by the principal participated in  this 
Ali three of them were members o i  the Parents Advlrory Committee. 
Theodoroh Thldirn: Mother of two hays who attended this school. 
&lion Fnesm. hiorherof two boy:. oneof whom was invoivdin axriaus 
firt fight v i th  another ~tudent on their way to schooi. She h a  been serving 
in  this committee ior three yean rirlce i t  was founded. 
Clrapolrn Bmrnlq: h r~ngie parent with two children. Her eider boy 
attends Croydan .Junior tligh. He was ~n grade i at the time of tile study 
The other one war still at home. roo young ro attend school. 
4.4.2 Types of Violence, Gender of Perpetrators and 
Victims 
Thae parents described vioience as any act done verbally or physically to 
another student or perm" with the intention of hurting hislhcr feelings. 
Eh ... schoal violeoce could be one oE described a. verbal 
abuse. you know. among peers. I f  there's a child that ir not ao 
that child is going to he p i c w  0". (Theodorah) 
I gums anything ranging fmm intentional rough handling to 
intentional hurt another penon. Right from that on i guess to 
WI "am- in ,he thn. .mSrrron.l 
the.. .you hem kniupi. rwarmiog, things lib that. But r t an~ng  
from even hurting ~om~bady.9 feeling. intentiomally 
... Sort of an invasion of nomehady'r person with the intent 
to hurt. (Juaaa) 
I'd think rommne picking on romeone eire with no rearan or 
m a i l  eh ... eh ... the bully type. There's aiways those in  
~chool. And 1 guess just these teenage- out there r h o  want ra 
prove that they're superior to lome other kid. (Cleapatra) 
Two of the parents raid riolcnce wan defin~tely a problem in  thin school. 
Tite third parent did not think thar viaience was ar much a problem in  ,he 
school as in  the underground tunnels thenchaol had. 
xot  so much violence as such that we've had a problem with 
the tunnel dawn there ~~nnec l i ng  our 2 schools. Bccaur the 
that we havc down there is thar there5 a certain group 
of students that hangs out there: not necessarily Junior High 
~iudenrr. there are L thgh Schools and s Junior Nigh here. and 
they hang our and there's a iot of drug. being sold there and 
going on there and alcohol bang soid and cigarettes 
being sold. (Thmdorahl 
.Among the premlent type. of violence. bullying and verbal abuse ranked 
highert. 
.Ah... I'w heard of inscancer. eh .... buses. the rchool burer. 
where 10.1 I year old. [guess. grade i are pushed around by older 
kids. say grade i'r pushed amund by graders, their lunches taken 
away from them. they're forced to  handaver when they get on the 
bus money. whatever money they have leit i n  their packet. fmm 
the day. thing. like that. I f  they had a bar in their pocket, y u  
know. giw me that. I want that. So. I would call that violence. 
too. (Jui~an) 
Eh ... I don't know too much about hem because this is my 
ran's first t~me Eh ... it's more of the bigger kids pushing the 
younger kids. There's a lot of not very nice language used. Eh ... 
put downs, you know Yot words that you'd like to hear a very 
young child use, but they're subject to i t  all the time, and they 
pick i t  up. So. ~t in verbal and physical vioienrc. (Clmpatra) 
Aur...,.e KIJ. 11 a *ere .I .I .UL n iv ug 
~h npr I : k  I or i L cr togethrr. prooruly tat). ~g he.,,, I .,ere 
na. a lair smovnr of rllr a: tbr J .nor Il er nan a k c  r h ~  
a w  very big far 13 or It and they were bullying same of the 
smaller kids. That was the major violence that w u  exprrr?ied to 
me. Buliying. yes. (Thcedarail) 
I r  was established that bath boys and girls are rerponsiblew perpetrators 
of violence. Mowever. some parents felt that the males were still by far the 
mart vtolent of the rwa.  e n n  though two of the parents agreed that bays and 
girls commit the same types of violence. 
I think i t  isgenerally the male.. . I cannot squ that they (girls) 
are not involved. but mot involved u mucll. (Theodorah) 
When I say rhat they (g~rls) are tough. I mean that they have 
thc potential I guess, to commit the same violent acts (ar boys). 
I wouldn't ray there is a cerlarn act that a girl ivould not do. 
(Julian) 
YO. I think bay. are far more violent than girls imm rhat  I've 
seen ... r w  heard some things about what's going on out here. 
I t  don't happen. I don't thlnk it's as extreme as boys. 
... We* mostly got boys i n  our community and the g,rlr 
they're all youoger and they reem to play fine. but the boys. 
there's always s lot o i  pushing and shoving and stuff like that. 
(Cleopatra) 
cmrd i ng  to Theodorah. the attacks are ai\vayr made against the same 
sex, that is, boys a t t ~ k  other boys and girlr attack girlr. 
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4.4.3 Gangs 
To two of the parents a gang ww grnerally perceived a. a group of children 
hanging out together. generally up la nothing constructive. One of the par- 
ents did say that %,metime the rcrm gang is used to mean or reier to a 
group of children hanging togetl~er. not necersartiy doing romechtng bad or 
disrupr~ve. :\mong the activities tlie parents mentioned that gangs do are 
~ t e ~ l ~ n g .  drinking and vandalism. 
1 ddn t  ganq. 1 gt L?. & a grovp of k e l  who eh havc 
cnwr onn a ~ r ~ d a  Sutnr o! ~ h r m  1 q ~ t . s  u e  prohab.~ a.tqr5 cr $ 2  
t r c  $%or a, ch Inn t 1.k~ .one o i ~ h e  k#clc as a rro IP I another 
school, ior erampie and each gang agrees to fight . . . (Julisn) 
..I yens  the most recent thing y u  think of is the gang out 
nt Beacons Field. kidr picking an other kidr or one specific hid. 
I'd ray there's agang in most %chaolr. I mean whrrher they're 
bad kids or just a gang that hang amund together because that 
is another term like. hang around with the gang' rhai'r not nec- 
mar i ly  always a bad thing. [Clmpatial 
... I know they steal. I've heard of an incidcncc where they 
get together and steal r m  even rhough they don't have a licence. 
They steal cars either dormtawn or they get together and drink. 
they get together and vandalize property. especiaily i f  they're 
an the walkway and, you know. this neighbourhood backyard 
pmpert)r (Thmdorah) 
Concerning the presence of gangs in  their communitia. there parents had 
diKercnt views. 
YO. we do not ... That's nor tme hecause we used ra have 
gangs io  our neighhourhood. When we lived i n  a wooded area 
iike the area behind us was all woods. .And there would be gangs 
of about 15 boys, girls that go out thereespecially on a Thursday 
and a Riday and a Saturday night. (Theodorah) 
Bad gangs? We'e  got a coupie of had kids on the rtrper here. 
Eh .... I don't know ~t rhey qualify tor a gang . . .(Cieopatra) 
4.4.4 Drugs 
The parents had concerns about the studcntr buying, sellingand usingdrugs. 
They suere concerned that they were becoming a problem in  the rchool. that 
i t  was becoming easy tor the students to get them 
... the problem that r e  ha"" dawn there (I" the tunncb) is 
that there's a ceita~n group of student5 that hangs out there: not 
neres3arlly Junior High students. there ace 4 tligh Schools and a 
.lilnlor tligh here. und rhey hang out and theria a iot of drug 
being sold there and rmoklng going an there and alcohol betng 
sold and being sold. (Theadorah) 
Oh. I think a lot of kids *,re using them (drugs). They are 
beromlrg earl rr a lcte <#ma ,'nr ~ r r  ~ g r  Thr! .r ncrun$rg mo-e 
. rrrs  b r  LO me LIJ, .A, w a r  .ncy nan * .In(  clcrf ,.st n 
rhcrrc~un I .as I cot, b eauc.1 !be 111noola I xra. d 111 1 6  
that i t  would be maybeolder arociater. maybe eider triends and 
bringtog It to school and pushing i t  here. Well. I don't 
know i f  it's in  theschool but an rhegroundsovtslde I would think. 
p h .  During lunch time. before schooi, aner xhool. whenever. 
(Cleopatra) 
4.4.5 Parents' Concerns 
\ r  one point. all of there parents had had concerns about their children's 
cirher in  the neighbourhoad. an the school grounds and surrounding 
area. or on thew way to or from rrhoal. For ail three. rhe concerns 
bar-cd oe erperlcnces that the!. chddren had gone through or had told them 
about. 
Tor when ar-ked i f  the? had had any concerns ahour their chil- 
drm' i  safety. they said: 
In (he nerghbourhwd und olerag the m y  l o  school: 
Yes. in  rhe nelghhourhood. (Cieopatral 
That war part of the incident that I ran into ahour a year and 
a half ago when my son ,,I smoking and had admitted to me 
that he was moking and protnired not to smoke anymore. :\nd 
came home very ill one day at dinner time/supper t ~me  and told 
me that he had smoked 2 cigarettes an his way home. .. l believe 
that there was ~omething in  the cigarettes. ..\ad even to t h ~ r  dw.  
he would $ 4 ~ .  Mom I bought them from somehod! He wouldn't 
tell me who. .And according to haw rick I was. maybe there mas 
something in  i t  . . . . A  nd I got ap the next morning and I weer Lo 
work. And on hindsight 1 should have stayed at home. but he 
walked to school the next mornrng; and he war i r i i l  feeling sick 
from the night before. .And on his way to school. i t  warr arranged 
aiong the that he would he made to fight somebody. 
. h d  this war his so called friend who had arranged this situation 
and he had to fight. I was called from work to came to the schooi 
.. .(Julian) 
I dou't thlnk there's any problem. He comer on the bur. So. 
hegetson h he bur at thedoor andgetsofat thedaor. So. I don't 
think there$ any problem here coming to rchooi. (Cleapatra) 
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(ii) On the rchaolgraun&/~"m"nding amo: 
Y-ei. My first son was a little bit more pasrive,quieter, kept to 
himself more. tie war always afraid of going thmugh the tunnel$ 
alone, but that wasn't during Junior fligh. That was like when 
he war i n  younger grade where he war always afrald of the bigger 
children. .\,Id that could be when he was about 9 or 10 and the 
bigger ch,ldren ... The btgger children that he kept ieferilng to  
could have been. you know. nor that much older. like 12. 1-1 years 
old. But to him they were bigger children and he was afraid of 
them. They inclmidared him. They never did anythtng ro him. 
hut it 'r just the fact that he wouldn't walk part them. 
lust the fear that the ~vould du something to him. (Thmdarah) 
... like the kidr here (at scbwl) go to the store. A lot of kidr 
p to the store and my son goes to that store down there. He 
says. you know. 11's not safe to go a certain wvay because you're 
to get picked on. you're going to  be hurt ... 
... He has been attacked. tieand ha fr~end 1st. I guess maybe 
late October. early Xovember. him and his friend bath of them 
are very small. very skinny and short. They were walking to the 
store and one kid came up hehtnd them and pushed bath of them 
in  the mud at the same time and they were covered fmm head to 
toe ~n mud. And the kid just ran off. (Cleapatra) 
There parents felt and believed srrongiy that i t  was just as important 
to  be aware of their childreti* whereabouts when they wrrc not at home ur 
knowing the friends they kept and the activitien they were inwived in. Some 
of themraid they make an effort even to be in touch with the parents of their 
children's friends. They felt i t  was very important to do this in  an endeavour 
to keep their children out of trouble. 
Y e .  >lost of the time. 1 rnske i t  a point of trying to get to 
meet their parents thmugh telephone calls. telephone conversa- 
tions . .. l get good indications when parents call me about their 
~h i l d .  So rhat ... try to atahlish ..where they ... what they 
think about it. (Theodorah) 
Yes. Generally, I do Eh . ... there was a time during that 
fall when 1 began to became surpiciou. became after school he 
,vouldn't come right home and he'd ray he wa.3 hanging around 
the school with some friends :\nd hewas generally. I don't know. 
a l i t t le bit dulled. Eh ... not really with i t  someday. and his work 
started to drop off. .And that is what made me suspiciaus about 
smoking and I asked h ~ m  .... and pince that time. pretty well 
know where he is and generally what he's doing His friends are 
a pretty p a d  bunch ... at thus particular rime he was hanglng 
around with a few pmple that I did not rcally think too highly 
01. And &her rhat incident ht. told that he was not allowed 
to bc friends w t h  this person or gtoup anymore. and hc agreed. 
And rhcn. there hain't heen any problem and I think a lot 
depends on who they are friends with ... (.lulian) 
Yes. Most of them I know. Vot by name. hut by r~ght. .A lot 
of rhem come to the house. Some of rhem sleep over . . ..Some 
of them I appro* o f  You do not alwayi approve of ail your 
children's friends (Clmputral 
4.4.6 Dealing with Violence in the Community 
These psrticipantr were not quiterure how the community dealt with perpe- 
trators of violence. They lacked examples to use 10 describing the pmcedure 
bilo,vd because. as we talked. i t  became apparent that people in the com- 
munity rrere not very keen to report violence 
Well. lots of times i f  it's not your child. you try to 
avoid mything rodo with it. Because you don't want them to do 
anything on your property if ,t'l a gang. Eh ... the authoritis. 
I think, try to deal with chiidren and ten of course parents try 
to solve the I haven't had personal experience. So. I 
don't know what they do really. (Theodorah) 
Well. theone thing where therearegang fights 1 know that the 
police or the RNC are involved and they get involved i f  they're 
there an time to get involved and to break a up. I don't know i f  
xnerc; a gang. I g u m  h a t  e.tlrrs rav .n r h ~ ,  wnovl we naien I 
ne.ru roo mtorn ~ L O A  8 1  xurll lncre mlsl nave on, ~p lo vet! 
~ ~ . c n  vou know wha! I neat, 90. 1 Jo? t know ,what $0" u ao 
in  thar situation or i f  you need la do anything. 
I ray lhat each member who in actually caught tvould 
be charged ar whatever. (.l"Ii&") 
. .I don't know because u. lor of the rime. I mean. neigh- 
bourhood violence is ,not ahays reported. dnd usually when i t  is 
i t  may be only rheorle that. yoo know. rheone instance 
which is nothing really done about i t  .. . 
. .ator of t lma  there's violence~n the hame, the parents don't 
want to prern charger against their kids. I know of inc~dences 
where the kids have ahused parent. and the parents ... just will 
not press ... They feel rapanrible far their child. They 
fecl that thlr i r  not going to help the child. that i t  would have 
more negati\r than porit iw influence on the chiid ... they just 
feel guilty that they didn't do the jab that they should have done 
and therefore it's their fault that the child is behaving like that 
(Cleopafra) 
When asked i f  there were programs to help both the victims and rhc 
perpetrators in  their community and rchool. they did not think there war 
any and i f  there was. they sard thar they were not avare 01 them. Same 
dtd think help was available. perhaps. in  the school thmugh the guidance 
counseilar and the vice principal 
For the victim: 
I don't t h i n k s  .... well. the guidance counsellor ir here and 
1 think they work with same of the kids and the Vice Principal. 
Lynn does alot with the problem kids, but I don't know i f  there's 
a program as such. (Julian) 
Far t he  perpetrator: 
I do not think so. or aware of what goes on here at schaol 
i f  they have any. you know. times an getting along or anythhng 
like that. I don't thmk I" the community it.clf. 
... I can't come right out and say no. because I d~dn't read 
the outiine from cover to cover. I read through the b ~ i c a  to see 
what each covRe conr,rted of But that was September and I 
wouidn't be able to ray no. there's nothing here. (Cleopatral 
She thought ~omething could be put in  place for the victim>. 
I think they could be educated mare on what there th ine 
do to other ~eaple and how they aKecl other people's nnotions. 
Eh ... they could become more aware oi other people's feelings. 
(Cleopatral 
4.4.7 Causes 
.According to the parents i n  the study, youth violence. specifically violence 
perpetrated by gtrlr. is caused by a complex saricry of factors. Causes in- 
ciude insecurity, self-perception. external pressures. family background. the 
media. money. cmrking parents. They did mention someother factorr as con- 
tributing factors to theercalating iateaf violence by teenagen. h discussion 
of their views bllaws 
( i) The Young Offenders' Act 
None of the parents could confidently comment on the YOA without men- 
tioning that they were not quite familiar or did nor know much about it. 
tlowew~, they dtd rhink that the YOA %vas roo p m t e c t i ~  of the young p r a ~  
LO the point of iert~ng themoff the hook oirerpanr~bility for their actions. 
I know that they protect the pung  offender to  a point now 
where I rhink. I could bc svmng. they're now thinking about. ~n 
our prov~ncr. making the parents rmponsible for the acts thar arc 
done by the young offenders. 1 don't know i f  chin s past talking 
about doing i t  because a pung  offender. MU cannot punish a 
young offender to rhat degree oi extent because of their age and 
youcan't develop their name hecauseofthenr a g e .  (Theodorah1 
Not very. I'm really not famiiiar with the YOA. Well. I think 
today I dan't really know !"hat the collrequencer of same of the 
violent acts are tn whatever age group. and I don't think kidr 
do ctther. I dan't think they know wry much about the YO:\. 1 
could bewmng buc I really don't know a big lot about tt. (Julian) 
Sat very at all. From my understanding of the YO.4. I rhink 
i t  could be ..... like they protect these kidr too much. We've gat 
waliy v~olent kids who are being protected just by the fact that 
the" are vounr offenders .. . Definitelv. the" know. Kids know. 
I mean, iou've got the kids here in  gchooi who know thar the 
teacher can't touch them or they'll call the poiice owr w:,oever.. 
They know all their rights. They know. (Cleoparra) 
(i i) Single Parenting 
Single parenting tvs. also mentioned a a factor contributing to youth virr 
lence. However, ar I talked with the parents, i t  appeared to me rhat the 
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was perceived as not having one parent bringing up and taking care 
of the children per me, but that the real problem was prioritizing, spending 
time with the children and being o h r e r ~ n t  ae a parent. knowing or making 
to know or at least haw an idea of where your children are and 
what rhcy are doing 
1 am a parent. I think therc'r a big problem r i t h  the 
kids, the change of having t m  parents in  the home rather than 
just rhe one. I think i t  dcperldr oo the parent. Some parents. 
rlnglc parents. don't take the time because there are a lot of 
other things going on in then Ilws. they don't make the kidr 
their But I think. you know. there arc as well samegood 
,mgIe parents out there who probably arc more effective than a 
two parent situation. (Cleopatra) 
One parent thought that family background was a contributing factor to 
youth violpnce: 
Oh. ~ h .  sure. .And 1 think today they see mare of i t  bccsuse 
so many famiiics are broken up. I think. There are w many 
.ingle parent families. People don't have the time to haw your 
e y e  open and be continually on the watch ior kids. Everybody 
in so busy r i t h  rnponsihilit~es. especially in  home where there's 
one parent I think it's quite a chalienp. I'm not raying that ali 
the tmuhled kidr come from n one parent family But I know I 
wouldn't rrant to haw a one parent family .. . (.lulian) 
(i i i) Home Experience 
Another cantrrburing factor mentioned had to  do with what the teenagem 
experiencein theirown homes. Thne wereexprienm with violencedirected 
or inilictcd on them, ar an thelr parents. Some of the children who are 
eypa3ed to violence learn that violence and confrontation are the only ways 
of dealing with conflirt, and having contml/powei over a situation or someone 
else. 
When arked i f  she thought home e~perienccs had anything to do with the 
of teenage violencr. Cleopatra. the single parent. lad. 
Cd think so. \ nd  a lot of kids are nubj-t to violence at home. 
I don't know what the average is but kldr r h o  see vsolence at 
home ar a way of getting control then they're going to use i t  
themselves. I am not aware of the statistics. but I know there is 
quite a bit of violence at home,. Between spouses and kid.. yah. 
(iv) Drugs 
'iouog peaple were reported to be using drugs very early ~n their lives Same 
of their ~ i ~ l e n r  arts were deemcd ar a result of the drugs. One parent raid. 
I would ray i t  would take a brg part. yah. Because fmm my 
""der.tanding of drug.. you are not aiwqvr aware of ,"hat yo,, 
are doing. You are not in  . p u r  right mind . . . (Cleoparra) 
The other two parents did not have anything to ray that war directly in  
responre to the quert,on of youth violmce in  relation to drug.. 
(v) Gender Equal i ty  
? \ ~ r n ~ d i ~ g  to Julian, i n  their deire to pmve that they are equal to boys, girls 
turn to violence to show that they ran be just as tough as bay. 
I think that somegirl. want to be seen as just ar rough and 
tough as you are i f  you are a boy. '.And I can stand up to you 
and I ram equal you and. ..' I think girls are a lot morc assertive 
today !iot all of them. I'd sv. But there's a certain percentage 
of girlr who want to he equal with boys. (Julian] 
4.4.8 Dealing with Violence 
From what rhe parents said. since vialenre affects the whola communiry. 
they (the parents) were calling l o rn  jotnt effort fmm ind~vidual community 
menlbcrs. groups and dubs that erirt in  the community a well ar other 
to r"ccclrlully deal with iiolencc. Parents were asked to comment 
on the agenc~es. organizations and individuals and the role they could play 
~n the fight =gainst teenage vralmcc. They named five- the school. police. 
social services. government/politl~ianr. parents and the wurh 
(i) The  ~ h a o l  
Theschool could lay down clear ruler of what io expected ofthertudentr and 
stick to them .And with them should he corresponding punshmeot for not 
rnnformiog to th- r u l e  I t  covld d m  put into place program on anger 
control. respect for each other. Peer couorelling was another program that 
the rchooi couid net up. 
I thiok try to haw rules to follow in  theschool a. much within 
reason. I f  chlldmn know, i f  teenagers know that they have a set 
of g"ideiine9 to foilow they'll foilav them. There's going to be 
deviations of coune, hut I lhitlk rule, ritould he set and enforced 
... then children will know what's expected of them ... i f  .wu do 
not conform. this la not acceptable behaviour 90 there will have 
to he ,"ay. la deal with it. (Theadorah) 
i think quite now the school ir playing a part in  putting out 
a lot of firer. handling so many inc~dents on a day to  day bas~r. 
I think Lynn iowhar she had s a d  Ch . kids need to he taught 
to respect each other. (Julianl 
>lqvhe some kind of lecturcr or classes on anger control.. . (Cleoparra] 
( i i) Social Service9 
'Twoof the parents were not qultesuieof what the rocla1 rervicndepartment 
does. Thus. the?, did nor feel ramfortsble commenting on them. However. 
one parent felt that racial services couid offer some help to the school as per 
its need i n  s t r ing up rome of the program in  the rchooi. 
Thev could be involved ~n settine uo rome kind of o v ~ n e a m e  " .  " " 
gurdelinc. far programs in the rchoolr i f the ~rhoois needed them. 
Because In the social services there are trained psychologistr there 
~n the department. (Theodorah) 
i do not know how social services are involved and i haven't 
heard of anything ... I do not know i f  I can comment an social 
nervice.. (Juiian) 
I am not really aware of what social .ervices doe.. I know 
they're terribly understaffed as well. They're slruggliog just to 
meet the basic oeedr of people.. . (Cleapatra) 
( i i i) Police 
I t  war brought to my attention that in  thecommunity the police werealready 
involved in  alleviating name of the problems. The parents had no abjections 
to them going i n  the school to help and talk wtth ch~ldren. 'They could help 
by being visible tn the schooi and community, and by running program ~n 
the schaalo and community for children. 
Bc more visible for one thing in  the school ... Because i f  they 
and they arc part of the school and they become well 
known to the students more like a friend or lomeone they could 
go m d  talk ro ... They also are good at irtt ing up programs. 
up awareness programs for the children. (Theadorah) 
Tnec r.r 3 r c o r  18g mnrr n ln  now tnro m I hprr ,the <ov. 
m ~ n  r, bur oo c,np pr~grain lo," rnar ,he! hate I:, ,flw art8 
~ h r  fac~ that tic 1lYC olficrrr Itkc s,t-?eu to r ~ c c . 6 ~  rchoa.3 .i 
incre- the awareness of the kids af;he prereme of the RXC. 
They come in. nor everyday. (Juiian) 
I think having palice in  the school would be beneficial: i f  
they came in  here maybe in a ..... mat s. policc officers hut 
a. friends. That's what would get kids to trust them and then 
mvbe more kids would camc forward w ~ t h  informarton ~f they 
felt rare. (Cleapatra) 
(iv) Gowrnment/Polit icians 
Politicians could encourage the already cxirting program that deal with 
violence. be i t  in  the schoal or cammuoity. to make there places safe. 
. . r through the servia. department, the 
licedepartment just really gett~ng in,enabling thesedepartments 
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to do the things that they can by, you know, provid~ng them with 
the funds and whatever. (Theodorah) 
... they could like make t h e  programs a priority instead of 
putting them on the shelf, you know. give more support the so- 
cial rervicn department, give more support to the xhool and to 
their nolice in  the neiahbourhood. Otherwise. there's a lot of 
monr, bclng wajteu 81. ~o.rrl l lnrnl ,.a, co,,lc, be rh.,rrc:rd to 
tic 1choo3 I II.IIIX ~ C ~ O O ~ V  .no.ld oe 2 pr,ur,tu fur q~\ersrre:,t 
I ~h n: as.., 4om.l.l qc' g ~ o a  rcutd'80l (( 'mpdllil j  
(v) Parents and Youth 
:\I1 the parents b r i i r ~ d  that parents could help by being involved in  their 
children'. liver at home and away from home. They could be more ob3ervant 
and iin up to their respansibllitar ar parents for rheir childrcrt. npccinlly 
by being aware a i  their children'. ,rhereaboutr. 
AS far as the young people are concerned. the parents thought that they 
muid heip by being willing to takr rerponrihility for their actions. They 
could also help by standing up for rhemrelvea against violence (break the 
code oisilence ar far as reporting v~alence is concerned). 
I think a lot of parents should he more aware of them chil- 
dren'= activities. Eh .... they should be more aware of rheir kidr' 
behaviour. who their friends are. p u  know. different behaviaur 
fmm ray one month hc'r agreat kid and 2 months later he's with- 
drawn and here we've got to  check out what the problem is with 
this child. (Cleopatra) 
...p areot. and the child to be re.ponsible and accountable 
.hold your kidr accountable. raponsible. (Julia") 
1 thmk they (child-) have to .tart taking rmpooribility for 
themselves of what they're fallowing. I f  the guidelines are set 
down by rhe school. then they have to take rerponsibilily and 101- 
low thaeguidelines and i f  not. then they've to  take iespanribtlity 
br i t  .. . (Theodorah) 
I thmk they lthe children1 could play a big role. They seem 
to want to, maybe tt's mare worse thinking that it's going to go 
away. They could stand out as most of them didn't do. be more 
rureaf themrelve, to say. well. this kid did this to me. They could 
become more involved.. . But they need same ruppart. They need 
to be .... to think rhnt they arc part of themajority when they're 
rpeakingaut against people. They feel like they are being W e d  
out. getflag along with each other. maybe more undersrandlng 
of other people's situations or lives, what they're going through. 
(Cleopatm) 
4.4.9 Conclusion 
In concluding the interviews. pcnortnl comment. were made by the parents. 
Out of those comments came these points wh i~h  seemed crucial: 
(i) Parental Involvement 
:\lthough rhe school and teachers are open to  having parents come in  to the 
school and be invalved in  their children's education and take pan in same 
pmgrams put up to help parents in  their parenting rkilb. a minority of them 
takes advantage of tho= opportunities 
Some do .. . I  would ray in  a percentage probably a low per  
centage to what the number of students are here. probably 113 
of the parent. take advantage of the fact that, thin is open. you 
come in; not really open hut I mean the teachers are willing 
. . . (Theodorah) 
. . . A  nd the majority of parents are not really involved r l t h  
the school. (Julia") 
I think rheoppoitunlry s there for the parents to he involved. 
I think a lot o f  the parent%eithcrdon't want to find the time to he 
involved or they jus t  don't care . .. 1 am involved i n  a parenring 
course here at rchaal. We've been doing i t  for about 10 weeks. 
I think we've gat about 700 hda here and there's practically 12 
~eopie in  each class. So. yo i r e  talking about ?-I parents out of 
500 parents that come to  he uducated about what they can do 
to help then child gpt througtb the teenage years. I think that's 
pretty rad. (Cleoparral 
( i i) Parents and Teachers Frustration (the famous 'our hands are 
t iedx statement) 
Contrary La the c lam made by same parents and teachers that ar a result of 
government's inteivenrion an how they dlscipiine the children. they can no^ 
do anything, one parent thought the claim war an excuse on the parent5' 
and reachen' part to avoid raponrihility and round. acceptable r a y s  of 
disciplining children. 
I thlnk when people use that statement they must he thinking 
violence themselves. i mesn theiei a lor of things y u  
can do at home, there's iotr of things that could be done here at 
rchml. There hasgat to he consequences for actions. (Cleoparra) 
(iii) The School -Government  Rela t ionsh ip  
At least one parent raid that there was agood relationship between theschwl  
and government. 
.. as far as the school and the government, rhey have ro go 
fhmugh the School Board before they hlt the higher lewiaf  the 
government. From what i can get out. I think. they havegood 
contact with members of the School Board. ..(Theodorah) 
Fmm the above points. it appears to me that the youth need guidance 
and direction fmm the adults. people that they look up to. Thu.. grown ups 
gctkerally and parents in particular. need to he and must be l n ~ l v e d  in these 
lives They must make an cflort to rhaw that they care. not 
0n1y when everything ir going well. bur even when these reenagm are going 
through problems. They should talk to them.  show an interest in hearing 
about what they do. where rhey go. with whom. :\sk them about their fean  
and. above ail. listen to what they lhave to say. 
4.5 The School Board Member's Perspective 
4.5.1 Introduction 
:\mang the people interviewed for this study war one school board member. 
Llr. hmbrose ticmp had I7 years of experience ~n the board. He was abo 
a member of the Bickford' community in  which the school, Croydon Junior 
High. a located. Llr. tiemp, a father of two grown boy. who went through 
the school system. had an experience w t h  p u t i  v~olencc. whereby h s  son 
beat up another bqv t[e is very much involved in  sports. and he travels a 
lot within Xorth :\mericu and abroad. 
Toeiicit hisopinion on yovth violence. >It. Femp war asked revera1 ques- 
tions in  relation ra the youth in  hir community and the schools. especially 
Cloydon Junior High. under the jurisdiction of h s  board. .Among the ques- 
tions asked were: his description or definition of school violence. whether or 
not violence war a problem in  their rchools. ho-v he tvould rare tbme schools. 
especialiy Crqvdon Junior High. in  terms of bath academic ach~evernent and 
i f  he would have pr~ncipalr report every incident of violence to the 
board. the role of teenage girls in  school violen~e. the causes of teenage rio- 
lence. the responsibility to teenage violence and the mle of that 
'Bickbrd 1. a lcl land n m  
the3~hool board could play io fighriog vloknce by the youth. 
Mr. Kemp rated the schools in  Bickford under hi. school board among 
the b s t  on both academic and rafety standards 
There are five %chool. in  this community that are inwlved 
in the rchwl  board .. That involves one junior high, one senior 
high and three elementary schools ... A l l  the buildings provide 
excellent. every s~ngle one of them. excellent programs. They 
are very ~vcll constructed and well programmed buildings. They 
are -me of the best we have ~n the whole system. . .Very rafe. 
extremely rafe Everyone of the schwls has plenty of playground 
space around the building and the elementaries all have fencer 
around the buildings as well. So. the safety factor is "cry much 
enforced 
4.5.2 Violence: Definition 
: \ ~ < ~ ~ d i r , ~  to 41r liemp. vioiencc is whatever caurn any kind of fear o i  
duress tn a student. for example aggression and bullying. 
I would think anything that the teacher rrould do that >vould 
put any kind01 fear or duress in  astudeni. But more importantly. 
I think the violence comes from aggressive young men. and *me 
young ,vomen who probably i iaw grown i n  stature much bigger. 
And they bully them. and they do everything. I suppose. from 
asking for money and give them a very hard time ... 
B a d  on that definition. he said violence was a concern and a while 
growing concern. not yet s problem: 
... I would not say i t  is a problem. I would say i t  a a con- 
cern. but svould not say i t  is a ~roblem. I would ray drugs are 
a pmblem. .. .I would not want you to think i t  is nor 
... different teachers who I speak to and others have told me of 
concerns. So, I wouid not ray ~t is a problem, I would say i t  is a 
concern, one that we have got to  watch. 
.among the ~ r e n l e n t  types of violence. he mentioned fights and bullymq. 
..Aggressive kids. Kids thar were . .. bf mu may. doing thing3 
like four or five kids together. probably causing fights or at the 
Junior High and therc w a  a flair amount of this at thejunior high 
where. a s p u  ray, had a kid who was very big far 13 or 11 and 
they were bullying pome af the smaller kids. I hat war the major 
violence that was erpreraed to me . . . 
Responding to thequestion of whether the board had received any reports 
or complaints Com any of their princtpals about threat5 and/or assauitr by 
students against reachers. MI, Kentp raid that they had nor. His response 
was very rtmng and adamant. 
xot  to  me .wr. no. yever. Xo. no. 
He did. however. talk about cases of students whom he said had been 
abmas~ve to teachers. He said: 
. . chat is an interestinc ooint We've had our share of kids 
- .  
who have been abrasive to the teachers by way of being somewhat 
unruly or their language is bring profound. We've had some of 
thar. I would not call that violence .. I would ray that is moreof 
one of unruliness. ..lt had a lor to do with the hameenvironment 
of pome of these people ... l a m  sure that involves every 5chwl of 
today because of the structure in  our schools now where we have 
no capital punishment at all in  the schools. 
4.5.3 Drugs 
Clr. Kemp said that drugs were a more serious pmbiem in  their schools 
to violence, which he termed a concern. 
When *ked why he Wt that r ay  ahaur drugs. he raid that the previous 
15 peapie were caught wlling diugs. mostly marijuana. in  both the 
Junior and Senior High school.. HI. was not aware of any of those drugs ~n 
the elementary schools then. 
Oh. mostly marijuana. yah. Some drugs. hut on the other 
r~de. still i t  war here and we'd be foolish to think that we're any 
different than any other ..... [mean. drugs am .amething thar is 
a and you've got to  be prepared lor it. 
4.5.4 Reporting violence to the School Board 
The decision by principail to report rases o l  violence to the hoard was referred 
to by Mr. Kemp as a proferrianal call should use their prof~sional 
judgement to determine what cases of vtolcnce to report to the board). He 
would not ray what principals should or rhould not report Re did say. 
though. that perranaliy he %uould want to know about those rases i f  there 
was a pattern that had been ntablshed. 
... I thlnk thar is a pmfe.riooa1 call. I would not be wishing 
to  hear about every caae of violence. no. l would =ant to know 
i f  there is a pattern. 
Wheo asked i f  the board had a policy on violence, he raid that the board 
had one 
.. .,M do have a ~ ~ i i c y  oo violence that i t  .... i f  there's a pat- 
tern of violcnce that's beinz shown by a group of students or a 
student. or i f  there'. excasiw violence, I'm talking about use of 
a kr P tCa.nlm#.>gar a nlrfa oar. n n e l n  nl: - ,#at  l l # r v  ~nd r l a i  
m, .r ~~" . , t n l  and ,la. nth,, oe .mrredatclv aodwlled b; 
nr nr ua. nnn.or :he ~ c a t r r r  or a romo na!.on oi then  1Vr 
.-7 7 , 
do not want to have things that nature unchecked. We want to 
haw them looked after immediately and the parent.. of coune. 
there's a whole policy there, need to he contacted immediately. 
The parents and rhc students have to be bmughr together to be 
counselled and discussed wtlh a to  what took place and there- 
upon i f  the principal or the guidance teacher thmkr that thia war 
excesl. b e ~ l n d  or this was a pattern that had gone on on several 
occarionr. then disciplinary action will be taken, .And the board 
iuill enforce it. (blr. I<empl 
4.5.5 Girls and Violence 
The board member. Mr. liemp. thonght that gr l r  pored as the -number one 
problem" in a number of t h ~ n p ,  including violence. He not only spoke of 
girll in  his community. but ofgirls in Yorth Amenca, i n  general 
. ..And ~n ro far as girls 10 years ago, girls did not smoke iike 
they do nor. The biggest rise of rmoking and drugs xn Yorth 
,amcica is with girls. Why? It's the marcho thing to do ... The 
biwt problem today in  society that M have in  Xorth Ammica is 
the 12-13 year old girl ... They aresmoking mare. they're having 
>ex more, they're mare violent. And they ace trying to be like 
theguy.. (Mr. Femp) 
4.5.6 Causes 
Clr. Kemp blamed part ofgirls'violenrc to thegendec ioequaiity that existed 
halfli century ago. He thought that with the newly found equality ofgender.. 
girln ivere rnaktng up for the past rime when they were not canrldered equai 
fa the male species 
I suppose ~t is part of the fact that 50 yeam ago they did not 
vote. .And a woman waa not thought of the same as a man. .And 
they have come through a whole ewlutian ... they (males) have 
been doing it. why havezit we! ... (Mr. liemp) 
tIe also mentioned rhat television. two working parents. money (the fact 
that same have i t  and others do not have i t  yet. hut want it). society (by 
way of <hanger tc liar undergone) and the pmmisculty rhat u a s  not there a 
few decades ago. all cause teenage rioicncc. 
\ recond cause of violence. according to Kemp, is the family background 
(not necnrarily poor families as traditionallill) believed) contriburn ta ternage 
violence. 
... the structure is breaking dawn . .. l am involved i n  soccer. 
for you'll ree so many young unruly girls today in  the 
soccer program that don't give a damn for anything And their 
laneage is terrible. their structureis terrlble i n  teimsof how they 
<"ant m practice. They don't give a damn and thqv're not kids 
-ming fmm poor fmiiies. They're kids comrng fmm families 
~ i t h  two working that have lost conrrai of t h e  girls. I 
see i t  al l  the time. (41r. Kernpi 
He did ray that family poverty could also he another factor cantnbuting 
to teenage violence 
YO.A war e n  as another factor - 41r. ~ e m p  wb-t not too happy with 
rhewey the young pmpie and their crimes are treated sender th? YOA. tTe feir 
that the Act's procedure encouraged the youth to offend. He appreciated 
the thought behind the YOh but he was skeptical of its abiiity to the 
yung  offenderr. He raid 
I truly believe that the YO:\ only ... and helps to keep young 
on that rkid-row and despair. Wu don't permit the17 
n a m e  to be produced You keep i t  all hidden What we don't 
do is put them into any .... we don't hsve any. we try to think 
we have. we don't have a well strucrured program to lhelp them 
hack rnto roriety .. 
... So. Ithink thethought was right. But I'mnot sure that the 
YOr\ is going to end up having the young kids getting back into 
the maln part of society as constructive citircnr of thc future. I 
llope ~t would. 1 hope ~t will. but 1 have my doubts. (blr. Kemp) 
Sportr ,"as reen % another issue. Even though he war ~nvolved in  ,ports 
and a committed sports laver. he admitted that 5ame of the spaits had a 
violent aspect which is encouraged and rewarded, for example. hockey. He 
said sports like those dorend mined signals to children as to what is violence. 
about when an action ceases to be good aod acceptable and moves to being 
violence and unacceptabie. 
. . Ifyou haw your mach saying goaut and htt that p e m o  io  
the hockey rink as hard es you can, and ... then they come hack 
to rchooi and they come up against somebody in the lockerr and 
give thema hit. 
He mentioned that t h e  kinds ofrports suere no longer restricted to boys, 
hut girll were inwlwd too: and th? got the same order hom the coach. to 
go hit and dertrqv the opponent plapr a. hard as they possibly could. 
... I am so heavily invalvrd in  sport.. and I helievc sports 
should he taught. I will 3- to ,mu. there was r time when ~c 
used to say. and 1 war part ofit. we cannot havegirls play hockey. 
,ve have girlr play football because they are weaker. and 
they cannot do these thing. and they are not as strong a. men. 
and they should nor be dotng this. Yaw. ghrlr arc doing all of 
that and are being as aggressive as boys. And i t  in helping bring 
aggrersivenns and violence into girls. 
. .So. svomen doing sports. I mean. involved in fitnebs of the 
highest level that war nor there 25 years ago. a there nou, ... to 
bring the <"omen through that system. you now have wornen and 
~ u n g  irls in all rhne aparts. So. they become more aggrernive 
whereas 25 -am ago i t  was. Ict them play field hockey. no contact. 
Now we aye having girls plqv contact. ;\nd i f  you play contact. 
i t  has got to lead to aggrarlvencss. I t  has got to lead to some 
hosr~le action alterwards ... (.\I?. Kemp) 
Society's rerpon?iibility for mmc of the wu th  violence. according to Mr. 
I haw to feel that society. iu I raid earlier. definitely heips 
violence ~n all mpectr of i t  i i w u  do not have controls and regu- 
lations and r u l e  . . . 
4.5.7 Dealing with violence 
.AS far u the mle that the school board could play i n  dealing with teenage 
violence. 4Lr Kemp said that the3 as a board, had done quite a number of 
,denrify troubled children earl5 He raid that the community had made same 
effort towards that cause. too. by putting up recreation programs for the 
pU"g people 
t10~vever. with all that. he felt that violence war rri l i  a problem i n  rocmy. 
espec~ally the problem of tolerance of violence and the lack of desm among 
the membem of wciery to get involved directly Hc .aid. 
Well. we'vcdanc all the bandage by purtinggvidanre teachen 
them. having reminan for all of the pmblem. to  ident~fy all the 
ptoblemr. la know when somebody is showing signs that they 
might be on drugs or they're being aggressive. the teachers and 
the psycholagists that we have in  the system are doing this all 
the time. .And we're also doing many things in  the school and 
the community is doing many things to help devtatc violence by 
way of recreation pragramr and other things. .. I want to  tell you 
what the is. The problem is that u~ as a society have 
learned ra be extremely tolerant ofeverythmg. .And ~f i t  doesn't 
affect me. ro. I contribute $10. I did my thing, aod now I go on 
my awn way. We are no longer a society that merrer in  everybody 
eire's businel. 
He mentioned other organization. and agencies that could also plqv an 
important role i n  dealing with teenage violence. Among t h e  were: 
(i) The mltglous comrnunrtg/churches 
( i i) The police - He raid police were already ~nvolved. He nald for several 
years in  Bickford. they have had pal>ee on bikes worktng ~n the communitv 
They are -not hard core police-. he .ad. bur: 
They rrr pu. reon. u#w* uornng n the rornmur~ty .pcrd.ng 
t n ~ e  whrrr * d. nangod. rapp ng w !I. ~ i ~ c t n a n o  nopcf8tl r brlp- 
,ne n :"a, wav 8, ,he r, ",re, l me t l r v  co am-nc *",I 
. "  
the" have a lot of workohopr w t h  the kidx. They do a number of 
( ~ i i j  The polilzervn~ - He felt rhat they could heip by the 
constructlw programs to ensure safety in  the ~ammuniry. In  hct. he oa~d 
that some politicians rcie already at work. 
They try very hard to put as many recreational programs 
of ail kmds in  place and to have school diicvrsians ... So. they 
are trying to work with the schools. with the teachan. whth the 
churches and the rparrs gmupr to make rum rhat the young pe+ 
are taking the best road. 
(i") The sports eoachcs - Be,". a staunch believer in  and a cammitt~d 
fan and advocate for sports. Mr. liemp admitted that rhe coacher' role in  
dealing a i t h  violence rhat was sports related wan the toughest. He said 
that thev. coaches, neded to separate the two arena. (the sports arena and 
mainstream 9ociety) and tell the young people that certain practice were 
accepted ar part a1 the sport but in  mainstream society, thore practice 
should oot be carried over because they were unacceptable. 
You have got to he some kind of a coach and teacher to be 
abie to divide (separate) those two thine. Now. i would have 
to ray that for the mart part. moat or those krdr adopted that 
very well (the difference between a sports arena and mainltream 
society), but even i f i t  was 1% that did not. that is a lot orpeople. 
4.5.8 Conclusion 
Throughout the interview. Llr. Kemp consistently ma~ntained that teenage 
violence war on the rise. The point hc kept was that the via- 
ience among young people was a consequence of the changes that have taken 
~1a.e in  society. The changer. according to him. have led ro the removal or 
slackening ai certain hasic. governing rulea 
... society. as I raid earlicr. definitely heips vioicncc in  all 
aspects of i t  i rwu do not have contrair and rcg"lation. and ruler 
\ oL  mu., hacr r I.% I. * ,t'.e. y.,. n,,r, lllrr ,,,In 8, .  s 
chlrrh you muat has" r L n  tn a-cloo rod soucan I o:cak them 
\ou can ,olerate tnrm and w r  can rorc,rp 0roo.r 0°C ,ou sc PJ, 
to get back on the track agam 
. 
He also commented on the 'bne sided talk' on children.' rights. referring 
LO the lack af emphasis on the ierponsib~lities that go hand in  hand with 
them. He raid because or that inlbalmce. other people were frurrmted. 
npmially parents and teacherr. 
In a rather sad tone, he said. 
... Go to church today. end all the people you'll m i n  church 
today are old p p l e .  Go to a school today and evervooe or the 
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teachers, everyone of them, privately, will tell you, 'Cod, I can't 
waif for retirement.' Speak ta most parents and they'll say, 'Gee. 
it was so easy to raise Johnny YO .year* ago. I got this young ghrl 
now she nearly got meaut oi my mind.' 
Chapter 5 
Summary and Conclusions 
This study ~ e t  out to the validity of the claim that teenage gsrlr 
hecoming more and more involved ~n school violence. :ill the research 
que5#ians rewived amund. and solicited information fmm the partictpants of 
the to determine tlte validity of this claim. In this chaprer. 1 shall put 
b r t h  the main findings of the study. how the findings relate to the literature 
and what the practical ~mpi~catians of the rtudy am. 
I shall aiso highlight the main similarities and di&rencrs between the 
given in  the rtudy In conclusion, I shall point out the 
limitations of the rtudy and offer some recommendations far further research. 
5.1 Summary of the Main Findings 
These findings are very much consi5tent wtth what the literature indicates 
on the ~ ~ ~ h j e c l  of school violence. I have to paint out. though, a4 previously 
mentioned. rhar nor much ha. b e n  written on rhc in~ lvemcnt  of girls in  
school violence here i n  Canada. Yeverthelern. the little that is amilable a ro 
consistent with my findings that at r ime  during the interviews as I listened 
to  the participant.. I t  felt like L was just listening to  a taped version of the 
books. reports and newspaper. I had read Fallo\v~ng is a brief summary. 
I. cnfarrunately. violence is n reality among teenage girls. They are 
tnvolved in both physical violence (fights) and verbal uiulmce. Perhap. the 
worst part is that the? do not consider the verbal vlolence a. being violence. 
\Ira. bccaux of some stereotypes about gender and violence. and the manner 
in  which they conduct same o i  their vloience. i t  is difficult to derect and they 
manage to get away with it. .As Bergrgaard (199;) r a p  
. . less phyricai behaviour typical of conflict involving female 
student. mqv be more difficult for observem to detect and less 
likely ro be targeted for rerolution through program strategies. 
(p.33) 
2. Reporting violent acts is not easy for rtudents or for adults. For 
students. reporting violence as a victim is very direrent fmm reportzng ar a 
witness who was not hurt. The same applies ra adults. Witnesses often do 
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not want to be involved. Adults in  pmitionr of authority appear to avoid 
effectivcne. as leader.. 
'I. S t~dmfs  f-It that, although they w a ~ l d  nor go our of their way to look 
for iveaponr. i f  offered a weapon. i t  would not he a bad idea to  accept i t  for 
self-protection against other students. 
The posras,on afweaponr IS a serious problem i n  many schools 
[in Canadal. and incidenee~ of trespassing oo school property have 
recently increased. (LValklker. IW5. p.3) 
-I. There are not many v~olcnt arudentr in  the school. but the few violent 
o n e  keep icpearing thclr violent acts over and o m  They frustrate everyone 
in the rchaol. epecially the teacherr. 
a. While the perpetrators may. and by and large be chiidren with low 
social and economic background. students fmm families with both parents 
working ouitride the home or from 3ingle parent headed hmi l ie .  there s a 
growing number of d i i dwn  from what some adults in  the study referred to 
as -decent' famitipi who are perpetrators of nalence. 
6. Drugs are an irrue. There war evidence that some students were 
taking or domngdrus. including alcohol. In fact. 411 Kemp. theschool board 
member. toid me that while violence was a 'concern" in  their schools. drugs 
were -problemm. Regneryi (1994) rtudy, as i t  is quoted i n  Quarles (1993) 
b u d  that the pmporlioo of ith grade students reporting being high on 
drugs or alcohol at school ranged from 2 2% at same rchwlr to nearly 10% 
at athen. 
i AE far as gang~areconcemed. both thestudents and aduit participants 
theaudy had pame knowledge about gangs in  terms of what they do One 
of the administraton told me that she knew students ~n the rchool who were 
gang memben. Hauever. because that information was given to her by thaw 
students lo trust. she war not at liberty to make i t  public 
The ensuing clash of rights and interests poses an interst- 
ing challenge for ail rchool personnel. r ho  must r t c ~ v e  to attain 
an eth~cai position of ensuring confidentiality while havang legal 
responsibility for school safety (Drodge. 199i. p:a211) 
8. Most of the students spend their time after school watching teIev8sion. 
h fact. i t  was established that 60% (.li% F. 53% bl) spent the,? rime mfter 
school watching teievlrian and playing teievision related games. 
9. .Although theschool had azeretalerance policy lor fighting. the fcacfl- 
e n  felt that the rchool administration could still do better by keeping them 
,"formed of the ,"hereabouts of their $alpended or expelled students. Teach- 
e n  alna fcit that i t  would be much better ~ f t h e  school had a formal pmgiam 
put in  place on anger management and control and counreiling for both the 
perpetrators and victims of violence. 
10. Parents were concerned about their childm's safety in  their oe~gh- 
hourhood, along the way to and from school and on the school grounds. 
Their concein~ +"ere founded an incidents that had occurred before. either to 
rhcir children or to their children's friend.. 
11. rt ruccioct~y by three participating in the 
that there tuar an urgent need for parents to get involved 8" their 
childrenr l i ve  in  and out of school by means of knowing the company they 
keep. where they go, and what they do when they are sway from home. 
12. Parents and teacher. were with feeling% of frustration and 
helplermeps: nor knowing precisely how to deal \nth their children/studenrs 
when ~t came to discipline and keeping them in  the narrow path' without 
thcir bounds and being accused of illegal behaviour. 
5.2 Similarities and Differences in the Vari- 
ous Perspectives 
The usriaus perspecriver repr~ented indicated agreement on same major 
issues. For example: 
(i) Vroknce m genrml .All par~icipanlr condemned vioience as being 
,urong and claimed that its perpetrators. no matter what the rltuation was. 
had no right to be violent. 
( i i) The prrsrncr OJ mofenm m Cmvdon Junior High: Al l  participaots 
agreed that there was violence in  Croydan Junior High. ewn though they 
could nac agree oo the lewl or severity of violence. 
(iii) Contributing fadars lo r.tol.ncc: Peer presstire war mentioned by 
rludenlr and adults as oneoftheiactorr. Inaddition. the variou* perspectives 
gwen by the adult particapants also underline the mle of the YOh and lack 
of and respect ior other people and other people's property. 
On the other hand. there were differences as well. 
[ i )  Defining ~<ofence: While tile adultr categorized verbal v8olenrr a 
serious a form of violence as the physical form. the students did not consider 
verbal v,olcncc as being violent. 
( i i) Reportrng o h  oJaolencr: This issue was nor eary for both students 
and adultr. For both. there wa. the reluctance to get involved. For the 
students. ~t was also the fear of being hurt further by the party they told an 
and for some. the conviction and belief that they could handle ewryrhingan 
their own. 
(iii) P-senre of m the 3chooE The principal denied the presence01 
gang3/gang members in  theschool and said. There is an attitude that there 
are ganga in  the cornmuoity ..I haw not e n  any evidenceof gangs or had 
any experience with them.. The vice principal, however. raid she knew they 
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had gang members in  the school because they (the students who were gang 
members) had confided in  her. 
( iv )  Safely in 1hr schook Parents had concerns about their ~hiidren'r 
$detp e \ ~ n  inside the nchool. despite fhat 41r Kernp told me that their 
schoaln (Croydon Junior High included) were very safe. the sdety factor 
is very much enforced - 
5.3 Implications of the Findings 
.\s 1 $vent through the pempectives provided by the var~ous groups of people 
represented in  this study and comparing the research questions re1 at the 
beginning of the study againrt the. findings. I began to  recognize 
fhat they painted a vivid pictureof humanity i n  general and specifically of 
the Bi<kiord community. Craydon Junior High. Its admin,.tration. teachen. 
parents and students. and the stereotypes on lrsuer likc gender and violence. 
The w,ilingne.s and desire to be there for the ntudentr/children. can- 
trarted with the rruntration of not knowing ha," to help and the feelings 
failure by both parents and teachem were profound. 
The implications of t h e  fiodings go far beyond want~ng to reach a les- 
son to an individual teenage girl who is unruly and rebellious. Instead. the 
fiodinp suggest that nocictp parents, school officials. students a d  both gov- 
ernment a d  private agenaes need to put a stop to the finger-pointing and 
rhiftingof blame. and begin pulling together far thegood ofthcir community. 
Perhaps responnibilitg and accountability are the key word.. 
(i) Impfrcolzona /or Ihc porenls: Parents must take charge o f  their chil- 
dren's learning and he involved i n  thc~r It=. Howewi. their expression of 
hclpksne.. In t h l l  regard need. to be taken seriously by educaton. Par- 
ents shauid be ubic to provide guidance to the teenagers. take advantage of 
all opportunttic. available to them to  reach our to teachers for advicc and 
amrtancc vhen necesary 
4s <wvell. parents must read the YOA and ark br explanations on isrues 
that they do not understand. By ra doing. they wil l  be able ro confirm 
and/or dirmirr any mmcanceptions about this act. Coniequentlp their feel- 
~ngsoffear that the act takes sway parentr'rights and cnrhrlne c l ~ i l d r m  w ~ t h  
unwarranted rights and protection \uould be eased or even cleared entirelp 
When administraton and teachers invite parents to -drop ~n at aoy trme 
at the school". they must genuinely mean that. Communication between 
the school-parents-teachen must be kept honest and simple. Parents svauld 
appreciate being told clear and specific inrtructions/ruggestionr as to  how 
they could be of assistance to the school and to their children. 
Above all. teaching by example warkr better than. *do as I ray, and not 
as I do". Hence, prewntmg lamily violence is a key i.rue. .klso, reinforcing 
at home the pos~t iw behaviour and practicer that are taught at schwl and 
in  other activities such a. church. .t bgv-lcout./girl-guidrr artivitier. may 
help strengthen the relationship between home and those agencter. 
( i i) lmphcolxans /or the achool rystem'~ "golrkrrprro~: School officials. 
administratorr and teachers murt make an effort to work together with par- 
ents Who elre cvould know a child better than the parents? School ruln. 
regulations and poiicirs murt be clearly put in  writing and Lliawed. Consis- 
tency. lairners and firmness should be ensured in  enforcing fhcne r u l ~ .  
Perhaps school official3 need nlm to reexamine the idea of a .Junior Wigh 
School. The ideaal having ro many tenagers. ~n the cme of Cmydon Junior 
lf igh about 700 teei~agers. crammed together i n  one bullding. interacting. 
~ushing and shoving each other in-between clasre. reemed to  compound the 
problem or vioienrr. Llqvbe doing away with Junior High rchaolr would be 
a partial solution. 
(iii) lmplical$ons for lhr studmlr: Students murt be ready and willing to 
stand up for themselves against u~olence, to  break the code of silence that 
exists among them and report acts of violence. 
While they harn about their individual rights. they mwt also learn and 
embrace the fact that one's nghts go hand in  hand with rerpooribilitia; 
and that when abused, right5 may cease to be rights and become privilege. 
Privilege. may be remwedlrakcn sway from a person. There is a meed to 
co rtudentr that verbal violence is potentially an harmful ar physical 
violence. Encouraging them to =port violence wouid also help. Of course. 
this calls for a clear and far  way of dealing with the perpetraton. Students 
need to he reassured that they >"ill be protected from further violence from 
the people rhcy reported. I believe that yaranteed protectton r~llencaurage 
them to report and make themrealize that the! do not need torarry weapons 
bl .elf-protrrtlon 
(i") Impfirol&ons for the gourrnmenl.  and pnva1c ogmezrj :  with 
all the cutbacks on duration. government. government agencies and private 
in  the province must weigh che advantages agamrt the dxaadvantages 
of investing their finances in  education and in  the future of its students. The 
government m d  other prmre agencies need to put money into theeducation 
system. so that thedenperately needed personnel and programs in  the whool 
muld he provided. With the personnel in  the school, mart of the problems 
that aggravate violence such an crowding, lack of programmes etc.. rvould 
be taken caw of. at least part~ally Students with special needs would also 
be taken c m  of and counrl loir and therapists would be available to help 
students who need counrelling. 
(v) rmplzeohons for sac~r tp  Since televi9ian is a vital part of the rtu- 
dent.' lives. and i t  manages to reaci, them Pa effectively, society must we i t  
poritlvely and <an%tru<tivcly to its advantage by organizing and showing ed- 
ucational and nan-violent entertaining pmgramr. .As Dykes in  an interview 
with Palmer for the Clobc and . U ~ ~ l r q v ~ .  
I t  donnot matter ifthey are watching David Suzukior Teenage 
Mutant Zlinja Turtles. The point is that ch8ldren ace challenged 
through TV in  some way thar they arc not in  real life. and we 
want to use that to our advantage. (19YI. September 6. p 61 
5.4 Limitations of the Study and Recommen- 
dations for Further Research 
I cannot make a 3troog claim of objectivity in  the findings or this study 
because of my own biases as a human bemg and as a soman from a foreign 
culture. 
Secondiv. since this was a c w  ~ t u d y  in  one junior high zn a city setting. 
the findings are not generalizable to a larger population. I t  was a small 
sampie of all the wpierented groups that participated 
?Icvertheless, this 5tudy clearly indicates the need for further rearch.  
Vev little information is available in  the literature, yet the interest ~n girls' 
violence a growing and inteo~ifylng. I therefore recommnd thar i t  be repli- 
rated 10 more Junior High Schools ~n and out of the city and that i t  he 
replicated in  High Schools ar well. 
5.5 Conclusion 
in  conciu~ion. I will go back to my research questions in  reiation ra the 
fictdingo of this study. 
Cirlr are inwived in  school violence. This study shows that violence 
among girio is escalating and that there is lack of clarity and agreement 
among them as to $"hat actions are vioient. They give verbal violence lesser 
ronrideration than physical violence. They consider an act violent i f  i t  is 
~ h y ~ i d  and they think of verbal vtoience as ^hor.lng around- 
While there seems to be romc reiationrh8p between family background. 
racio-economic level and the perpetrators of violence. rherc is also the isrue 
of peer pwrrure that pusher most of there teenagers into violence. Manv 
want to be liked and accepted by thcir peers. Uniortunatelh this acceptance 
comes at a high price, meaning that they have to  prove themselves as tough. 
macho girls who are not afraid of fighting. Some of them feel that violence. 
even to the point of carrying a weapon. is the aniy alternative they have to 
protect themseive from being bu i l id  by other students. 
Thin $tudy alwrhar. that in  wme unintentional ways, theschool and the 
contribute to this violence. Reprereotati- of both the school 
and community recognize their mi3taker. leading to the campiication of thir 
pmblem. By the lack of and/or relaxation ai  r u l e  and repllatioos. being 
unable to adequately lintm to and meet the youth's needs, the community 
and the school fail there teenagers. 
Yewrthcirss. the studv also shotus that beneath the tough skin that these 
girls put on for various reasons. they are just children. They could still be 
reached and helpcd. m d  they ivnnt rhat very much. Thcy wsnl people that 
they can look up ra to help them: people in  position, of aufhor~ty and trust. 
~ r n ~ l ~  who care Thee arc their parents. teachers and friends By Ihrtening 
to  them. providing guidance. rhowlng them that they care about them and 
rhat they love rlicm. they may be able to heip them. 
School violence in  general and v~olence by teenage girir ~n particuiar has 
apparently not )el escalated in thir pmvince to !he levels that i t  has reached 
i n  other Canadran provlnceror the llnited Stater. but the point is. wedo not 
want i t  ro get worse. If sve bbelieve that, -Prevention is better than cure'. 
dealing with i t  now will be a lot cheaper and worthwhile than waiting for the 
problem to be fully blown and reach cririr levels. 
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APPENDIX A - GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR 
ADULT INTERVIEWS 
Interview Guide for the Principal and Vice 
Principal 
1. How would you define rchool violmce? 
2. Baed on yaur definition of rchool violeoce, would you say that violence 
is a problem in  yaur rchool? 
a What kind(.) of violence are prevalent in  your rchool? 
I. Of the cases of violence (if any) in  yaur rchool, did any of them tnvalve 
weapon(=)! What kind of weapons! 
j In terms of gender and age. %who are the perpetrator. and v i c t im  of "10- 
lence in  your school? 
6. I h l d  you say that boys and glrln commit the rnme kindln) of vialcnce 
equally? Please explain. 
7. Have any of your teachers complained or reparred to  yao about threat(.) 
or asaul t [~)  by students against thrm? What were the circumstances [hap- 
pened during the dqviewning: on/aR campus: did it have to do with school 
work)? 
8. .Among students. who are more likely to report rsoleni act(3): girl3 or 
boy.'! To whom? 
9. Bow do you generally deal with perpetrator3 of violence and victims of 
violence in  your whwl? 
la. DO Vou think you have gangs in your why? why not? 
11. Ceneralln youth violenceis reported to beon therire: but ~t is alsospecif- 
ically raid that teenage girls are bccamlng mom and more vtolent. Would 
you say that this is true about teenage girls ~n your school as weii? Pieare 
expl*n. 
LP. (a) Overall. what do you think cawen school violence? 
(b) Do you think that somehow inteotiondly/unioteotionally the school 
is ~ ~ i p o n s i b l e  tor some of the violence io your school? I f  yen. how? 
13. What could be done ra correct that! Specifically, in your view. what is 
the rc1,"ol'r role! 
14. Is there anything elre that you w u l d  like to add to .wur comments before 
IVP finish the interview! 
Interview Guide for the School Counsellor 
1. Haw would you define school violence? 
2. Do you have the problem of violeoce in  pur  school? 
a. what lilnd(s) of violence are p r e ~ l r n t  in your school? 
4 In terms of gender and age. who are the pipetratorr and victims of 
violence in  yaur schoal? 
j tIow do .mu generally deal with perpetrators o l  violence and the v i c t im  of 
violence in  your rchaal! Do .you think your way is effective? Pie-e explain. 
6. Would you nay that boys and girls commit the same kind($) of violence 
equally! Pleae e~plaio. 
7. Rum your experience as rchool counsellor. would you ray. on the issue 
01 violence. that perperratom and victims come lor help qilal ly! Please 
explain. 
8. bvould you ray that there is a pattern or common factors that can be 
traced in  the prpctraton' l i ~ ,  e . ~  socioeconomic status. gender. family 
backgmund. erc? Il yes. what arc the shared factors? LVouid there be n 
pattern br vict~mr. roo! I f  yes. what %vauld i t  be! 
4. Baed on the cases of violence in  your x h w l  for the past 5-10 years. how 
would you react to the rlaim that glr15 are more and more becoming active 
~ ~ ~ t i ~ ~ p a n f r  in  violeot activittes? Pleare explain in  detail. 
lo. (a) Overall. what do you think causes rchaol violence? 
(b) Do you think that romehow intentlonslly or uniotentionally theachoal 
la responsible for some of the violence in  it? Ilyer, how? 
11. What could be done to correct that; specifically, what ir the school's 
role' 
12. what do you think the roilowing can to curb tenage 
(a) the youth 
(b) parents 
(c)  government 
13. Is tirere arlyth~ng rbe that you ~iuuld like to add to your 'osulLna> before 
we finish the interview! 
Interview Guide for Teachers 
I. How would you defioe pchool violence? 
2. Would you say then. bared on your definrtion, that violence is a pmblem 
in  your school? 
5. Whar kind($) of violence are common in your school? 
I. Do boys and girls commit the same kind(n) of violence equally? Please 
erpla~n 
5.  Who are morr iikcly to report v8olent acl(s): boys or girls? To whom? 
6. Have you or any of p u r  colleague3 ever been threatened or assaulted 
by your students! I f  ya.  plearc e~plai" the drcumrtanrer surrounding that 
thceat 01 assault. 
7. Of the cases of violence ( i f  any) in your school. did any of them involve 
weapon(.)? What kind of weapon(sl? 
8 .  How does your rchool generally deal with perpetrators of violence and 
victims of violent act iv~t in? .Arc )ou happy with .wur school'% appmschl 
Do you think ~t is eflective'? I f  not. why? Please explain how your school's 
approach could be improved. 
9. Generallp youth violence is reported to heon the rise: but i t  is also specif- 
ically raid that teenage girls are becoming more and more violent. Would 
you 3ay that this is true about teenage girls in  your xbool as well? P l e e  
explain. 
lo. (a) Overall. what do you think causes yavth violence, rpmificaily by 
teenage girls? 
(b) Would you ray that somehow intentionally or unintentionally the 
school contributes to romc af the violence in your school? If ym. how? 
11. What ran be done to correct that, opecifically. what role can the rchoal 
play? 
IL Is them anything that you would lib to add to your cornmenu before 
we finish the interview? 
Interview Guide for Parents 
I. How would you define rchaoi violence? 
2. Do you have the problem of violence in  your community? 
3. What kind($) of violence are prevalent in  your community? 
.I. Generally, i n  terms of gender. who are the perpetratam and v ic t im of 
violence in your community? 
5 ,  bvould you say that boys and girls commit the same kind of violence 
equally! Pleare explain. 
6. Have you ever had the impression or been led to believe by your child(ren) 
that ~ ( h ~ )  doer not feel rare in  the neighbourhood. on hi./her way to and 
from school or c w n  around the school .mrd? Please explain. 
7 .  Do you always or most of the time havc an idea of where .wur child(mn1 
is when $(he) is not at home? 
3. What about your child(ren)s frirnds, do you know who they are and what 
they do? Do you approve of )our child(ren) hanging out with them! 
I. Do you think you have gangs in  vour community? Why'! Why not? 
10. How would p u  erpia~n what a gang IS? 
11. What kind of activitier do gangs do? 
12, irow does your community deal wtth perpetrators ofviolence and v ic t im 
of vioient activities! 
13. How inwlved are teenage girls ar initiaton of violence i n  lour commu- 
nlly? 
14. What do you thrnkcauaea youth violence: rpecificslly, violence by teenage 
girls in  your community? 
15. What specific mles can the following play in fighting violence io your 
mmunity:  
(a) the school 
(b) social services 
(c) police 
[dl government/palitlcrans 
(e) parents and youth? 
16. In thereanything else that you svould like to add toyour comments before 
we finuh the interviea" 
Interview Guide for School Board Member 
1. How long have you served in  thir Board? 
2. Generally, how xvould you gauge the schools under your hoard. particu- 
larly School X (name of school in  which study shall he conducted) on the 
baris of aeadem~c achiwement and safety? 
3. How wouid you define school violence? 
-1. Baped on your definition of violence, would you ray that viaience is a 
problem in  your schools or at leapt in some of them? 
5 .  What kind($] of violence ace canimon in  your schools? 
6. Have any of your principals contplained or reported to y u  ap a board. 
threats of violence or apsault(r1 by students against tcachcr(r)? Pleape er- 
plam what thc circumstances were. 
:.Do you think principals should report every incident of violence to the 
Schaol Bosrd? Why? Why nor'! 
J. Does your hoard have a poiicy or! violence? li no. why not'! If yes. what 
is the policy? 
9. .As a member. what do you think causer rrrnsge violmce in  
general? 
LO. What role do girls play in  violence in  thir Board community? 
11. Do you think that somehow intentionally or unintentionaliy the commu- 
"ity is msponrible for same of the violence by its .youth? I f  yes. how'! 
12. What can be done to mrmct that, specifically. what rolecan the School 
Board play i n  that cormcrion? 
13. 1s there anythingelre that you wouldlike toadd toyourmmmentr before 
we finish the interview? 
APPENDIX B - STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES 
. g n r  oql oo m ~ p x  Yodu 1.. .! -p aq ram 
p q x  10 n . m  rnaL IW ~ q o d  011 IV IqImapgsrn 41nol ldq aq 
m* m o o d m  mo* .6pwr 411 .! dpq 01 b!m~¶m roj naK qrnwq~, 
7. In your rhwl wha nu vidmiy? 
-Boyr.ndOirl~ 
8.  Ifa girl md 8 b y  Ycked 8 younger child, would thy be i v c n  thc umc pmihmt? 
-NO 
- Alwaw 
- somaims @lure explain) 
9 (1) In the put 6 mow4  bM you done v r y r b ~  VnInt to someone dy? 
-Yes 
-NO 
(b) If your mvm 10 mkr 9(1) is ya. whu ' d  you do? 
(c) I f y w  uuvrrta mber  9(a) is yn, wha w thc violem n -7 
- a  €em& d u d c n c  
- . rmlc mdnt 
-my rueher(3) 
- a  nmmp 
- orhcr @luxap(dn) 
ON- 
=A - 
r p  pnou a- -.H (n) -EI 
I4 Doymhewnygmfpinyanxhmlaua? 
- Yn 
-NO 
Ifye. whn we wme of rhc th ine  they do? 
- 
-no om ulll bully me 
-othrr (pl- n p l m )  
17 U r o m m g ~  you a wer.po& -Id you t.lc it? 
-Yes 
-NO 
Uycs w h t  ldnd of -n weld you fake? 
Is. Why -id you uke the WP? 
21. How do you swnd your time *a xhwl* 
Y o u a u y w r i t e u y o ( h . r ~ ~ M u i d P c ~ 1 n ) , h I b C ~ p a d r d ~  




